Friends readers!
We´re divulging through all the available ways we have, the book “The declined people
and their terrestrial journay - II”.
This publication may be reproduced some or the whole with prior permission for free
distribution, since don´t be changed its main meaning. Also its translation to any language will
be authorized, however we only ask for those who will do this send a copy for our files.
Nevertheless it´s quite prohibited its commercialization.
This translation was made by a willingness sister, learner of English Language, who put
her basic knowledge at our disposal, so that we could divulge about the Planetary Transition
that already began. Then we apologize for any found mistake and ask you let we know them
for due corretions.
Our site: http://www.extraseintras.com.br
Our e-mail: contato@extraseintras.com.br
GESH - Shame Hare Spiritualistic Group

THE DECLINED PEOPLE AND THEIR TERRESTRIAL JOURNAY

PRESENTATION
For six weeks we received enough material for organization of a book, however in the
spiritual plan it was already prepared since long time, just awaiting a new spiritualistic
medium or channel, because who had this task gave up spiritualistic cornfield.
When finally, the whole messages arrived, they couldn´t be compiled in only one book, but
arranged into three ones, in order to take advantage of the whole material received, what
wasn´t an easy work
The messages didn't arrive in sequence nor from a single source. Besides of the author or
authors, Ysh-Wam and Mahyr, is supposed that many evolved Beings were invited to take
part of this event, and also the messages arrived by means of two spiritualistic mediums.
It follows the message of alerting for reflection:
This humanity need so much of orientation and comfortable words, besides of courage
actions able to awake in each creature same generating force of light.
So wanted the Father that at final phase of the Planetary Cycle, the whole earthy
humanity could hear and understand about everything that ,up to now, only fewer did. What
is occult must be revealed.
It´s needs understand that nothing else, on the moment, is more important than the huge
work of redeem and alerts addressed to this humanity, by increment of Mercy and Sublime
Love, of whom from High all drive, the Divine Master Jesus.
Coordinator of all and any activity of spiritual helping, from the simplest and smallest tasks
to the most complex, slow and dangerous, His Loving Heart everything runs and supplies with
His Infinite Love. It´s to Him, as reward, we shall offer our work and fatigue.
Ramatis

EXILED, DEPORTEE OR DECLINED PEOPLE

“Your book is awaited by many people
who understand the urgency of this moment.
The terrestrial people can´t evaluate the
Pearl of Light that arrives in their hands,
however, many will receive it as gift from
Heaven, because they already awaited it.
Make your hands as hoes working in
virgin fiedl of human minds, preparing the
fertil soil to sower who arrives for sowing
hope and faith among of men, so life can be
full and eternal.
Save the Light
Commander Setun Shenar
Vice Commander Ashtar
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First Part

“...Sooner, this peace and silence
existent here will be changed in despair
screams and pain, howls of Beasts free
among of men, serpents moving where
inhabit human beings.
Many will think to be the end, and also
that larger punishment spreads on the Earth.
God, Light of Mercy, never punishes his
children; the man picks what he own
planted.
Nerfetiti, 02/12/98
Village of Xavant Indians, Serra de
Roncador

I – ACKOWLEDGEMENTS
The messages of introduction in this work should be inserted in the first volume already
published. Nevertless, whether we have done so, the presentation would be long and tiring to
our readers, what isn´t our objective.
Then, we arranged them into two parts, as well as the whole material received on the
theme, or even that able to enrich it, compiled in three small volumes, in order to become
lighter to the reader.
The revelations don't follow a chronological sequence of known facts, because it idoesn´t
refer to the history of several civilizations lived by terrestrial humanity, even because the
report began before the first incarnations of declined people still primitive.
This subject has interested so much the scientists at any time!..
The terrestrial sciences don't want or don't know besides of that knowledge got through
the five senses or by their advanced technology that, when compared to that of evolved
Extras and Intraterrestrials, still have a lot to advance.
When we´re children, it was taught us that we had two bodies: physical and soul or spirit.
Later on, studying Allan Kardec's works, according with his logic, we agreed that we have
three bodies: physical, peri-spirit and spirit. Years later, we learned that we have seven
bodies involving the nucleus that is the spirit or divine sparkle or monad.
Everything can be found through the Hindu and Tibetan Scholastic, others people of East,
books about the Yoga, Teosophism, as well as in the occult sciences of Magus, Occultism
(Read the Liberation through the Yoga, written by Caio Miranda, best seller in 1960).
As says the proverb: "Who seeks, finds", now, based on the theory and practice, we´re
sure that we have seven bodies, which can move, be unfolded and stay separated for days or
months, depending on the task performed in others life plans.
Our booklets have a certain address.
They serve for whom have eyes to see and ears to listen, answering old questions.
It refers to those who already walked so much, above the limits of five senses, drawn by
the human ignorance and presumption. For those whom already think by themselves wonder:
Who am I?
Where I came from?
What am I doing here?
Where I go after this life?
Our booklets answer all these questions.
We hope the Mister of all the Worlds bless and involve us with his Peace.
Margarida

II - SAFRICIAL MISSION
We received the message above, on November,15, 2003, during our vigil in Jacaraípe/ES.
Go and turn on the fire of hope inside the anxious hearts.
Take explanations to whom wishes knowledge.
Take the road of awakening of fallen spirits, who need courage for awakening.
Margarida, you´re trained in order to command and bring to this people, what they should
already know since long time.
Those people designed as spiritualistic mediums or channels for arrival of messages,
within their own possibilities, receive them from Pure Source of Light for retransmitting them.
That who is given so much, a lot is demanded him, and who received energy and
didn't use it as programmed, takes part of sacrificial missions, for execution of the
unfinished task.
Referred you, spiritualistic mediums, instruments and workers of last hour, devote with
love to the presented opportunity.
We´re driving you, in order to overcome the obstacles and then reach the Largest Plan.
Save Jesus
Shama Hare

III – PRESENTATION OF YSH-WAM AND MAHYR
For our presentation in accordance with your senses, we got the simplest human form,
because no longer we have it, since long time.
We got a physical body around 1,30 height, without fingers in the feet and hands,
because we perform everything by mental force. We shaped up short and fine arms and legs,
like a child´s body of yours, before his hormonal changes.
Referred to sexual organs, no longer we have them; our aspect more masculine or
feminine exists by disposition of cerebral frequency.
Our energy source is in our mind, that shapes up the appearance that you need to
recognize us.
We don't have hair and we have plane forehead. Only the ocular openings approach the
form you know. Inert shells complete the group, indicating auricular hole. Big and almondshaped eyes like mirrors show our Spirits´intentions, driving to us the fuel of mental will and
lubrificant oil originating from heart. Together, fuel and oil are mixed and by implosions
liberate energy for accomplishment of our tasks.
Light is whatever we need for living.
Ysh-Wam and Mahyr

IV - YSH-WAM SPEAKS AGAIN
We´re native from other Orbe. Our original Planet was extinguished and, today, we inhabit
new Planet with other people, transmitting them our know-how.
We´re the same being in feminine and masculine aspect, originated from bipartition of our
sparkles and we still work, with a view to develop our energies until we can be shaped up in
single being, completing us. (he refers to his companion Mahyr).
We´re progressing quickly, because we work on and on, in order to reach that glory day,
when united, we´ll be only one.
Unit created as pure love and source of Light. Thence we can reach the category of
Masters´trainees as many that foolow you.
Unique creatures in their opposites, masculine and feminine, without the typical initial
dichotomy of embodied human condition.
Q – Brothers, your revelations make us vibrate unlike. Are we really beings unfolded
bound for finding our complement, so that unified, we continue the progress at high plan/?
A - Yes. The unification of souls or twins, is the ascension in evolutionary narrow road.
Firstly, the being needs to awake his conscience and, afterwards, to work, liberating his
instincts linked by pshysical body. Thence, he continues seeking his superior refinement of
qualities and sublime virtues, shaping up their minds to essential conditions gotten through
the several incarnations.
Finally, when he reaches the necessary balance to the encounter, he begins to develop
new cerebral adjustment, now for complement and always drived by redeeming work.
When they get, as couple of sublime love, to consume the last primary energies, they´re
set free definitively of one more step and then get the condition of master's trainees, where
again, through the redeeming work, they feed their spirit in angelical ascese.
Q - How we can identify some of our friends in a such condition?
A - The most work alone, once that they still stand in apprenticeship immediately before
the unification, as you can already deduce, Masters and trainees.
Among your known friends, at unification phase are our brothers Nefertite and Akenaton.
Ysh-Wam

V - HOW THEY SHOW UP
The way the two illuminated beings of highest hierarchy appears before our spiritual eyes,
depends on the need of showing up and be identified by terrestrial workers, because their
expression form no longer exists.
Their clothes seems a mixture of material of theirs origin planet, shaped up similar to the
planet where are working on the moment, in this case, the Planet Earth. It´s like a costume
put on by spirit for his presentation.
As accessory, there is something like a crystal drop on the forehead, that identifies the
spiritual order which they take part..
They use a turquoize coat with fabric like satin that reveals the spiritual order adopted for
the task. It is closed in the neck, below the chin with a small chain with symbol of the Great
Universal White Fraternity - GFBU: triangle and cross.
Underneath of the coat they dress in an entire silver cloth on whole body, except the face.
Its function is to delimit the space, nourish, protect, clean and also to make waterproof them
of atmosphere where are dived.
Spiritualistic Medium

VI – ACESS TRAILS TO THE PAST
Get ready.
We´ll be with you sending news of beyond Earth, cleaning up neuronic cells in access
trails to your humanity's past.
Let us act on your matter, it´s only what we ask you
- I feel strange vibrations coming from you. Excuse-me, but the nature of our work is so
fragile and my insecurity is so much that I´m afraid to be goal of involutive forces.
- You´re right. The moment you live now is so difficult. All your interior must be well cared.
However, we came in name of the light and we are studying minutely, the possibilities of
communication with you.
As a matter of fact, our vibratory strip isn´t habitual for you. We take part of "Group of
beings" designed for connecting with other minds, our trainees. However, I can state that
Internal Guardian of your work group would never allow that at least less worthy thoughts
arrived here.
Overcome your insecurity and keep on faith transmitting our thoughts. Dedication and
calm will assure the necessary mental state to the traffic of thoughts we´ll send for you.
We are beside you. I´m Mahyr
I was frightenend that I wasn´t able to drive the superior thoughts, and lovingly the brother
replied: a book is written page by page, each one begins with a phrase that, for its turn
constitutes a group of words. The words win life and force, as much love devotes the writer.
May Love is your guide and our Light. Love for all creatures of the Universe. Love and
gratitude for life. You´re alive source of divine Love, because Jesus is with you.
Much Peace for you.
Mahyr

VII - WE´RE SIDERAL TECHNICIANS
We reaffirm our constant presence for manifestation of ideas and registers about the
universal atmosphere.
Anything brought is created by our minds. We´re Sideral Technicians devoted to the
exchange with sublime knowledge of the Planetary Logos for your embodied human minds.
Of yours, we need harmony and open minds, because many informations will "be pulled"
from where are printed in your cerebral tissue, so that you can register them on the paper.
We´ll work full time with you, every day and night, therefore, we need your vibratory
preparation. Every minute possible to exchange forces, through the dense viscous mass that
recovers our Planet, so will do.
There will be attacks and disturbances everywhere.They´ll try deviate your attention and
disturb the reception channels. Take care on your physical integrity, avoiding excess in your
acting, speaking and thinking, keeping the corporal balanced. Many attacks come, however
an original specialized team, of Astra-Orion will stop them, even before they can reach you.
We´ll be devoting to the task, driving at most informations, in the shortest time possible.
May the Light of Superior Worlds shine us.
We´re with Christ and He with us. Keep on Force, Courage, Love and Light.
Ysh-Wam e Mahyr

VIII - WE WORK IN NAME OF THE LIGHT
Fights and wars marked forever your humanity's history, through the bloody battles giving
flow to their inferior instincts. Thus, they stay in the material world, between conquests and
falls. They need to awake towards the progress, without subdue their fellow creatures.
Here it´s, because we have presented the pictures of your ascension and spiritual fall.
Since olden times, on the Earth, the humanity get unnecessary debits, by themselves.
The civilizations make turns, rising and falling, however don´t leave definitive marks of
superiority. Then, it´s our function to elucidate about the transitoriness of your history, inviting
you to the work of interior renewal. Your history is a compilation of important teachings.
You shall know in what have been failing. You´re authors and actors of the plot that we´ll
present by little flashes. You´ll know how much need liberate your own Divine Force, and,
once and for all, banish the animality that has driving you up to now.
Here it´s in what concerns our objective. We don´t present you, the revelations
contained here, so that you search faults or confirmations. Firstly, we transmitted
them, so that under the light of the Master's Teachings, you can make a final balance,
deciding to total renewal and liberation of primitive instincts which still persist on you.
In the name of the Light we work and reveal the events.
Ysh-Wam e Mahyr

IX - WHY DO MEN PREFER PAIN?
Save Jesus, Master of the Light!
We´re so happy among you, as much as possible, giving continuity to the work already
began. We know about difficulties of adaptation of spiritualistic mediums, which can be
reduced while last the task, because we know well you and also willingness of the beginners.
To make potent the mediumistic forces, in order to accomplish revelations, demands time
and patience, dedication and discipline, but we´ll know how to adapt at best possible way, so
that, what must be revealed to the men, so will be.
Ah sisters! Quite many revelations already brought to the humanity. Why do men prefer
pain, once that there´s so much love to be translated in upgrowth and progress?
We´re with you, taking part and adapting to the new condition.
We greet you on behalf of God and we´re so happy to meet you again.
Save Jesus.
Ysh-Wam e Mahyr

X - AWAKE HUMANITY!
The Humanity's awakening had began since millenniums and, like seed in sterile soil,
didn't germinate. One more "Light" is thrown into the human hearts, as Good News of hope.
May it be the medicine necessary to awake the terrestrials at this "Last Hour."
Those who makes efforts as transport of seeds, they live in the Christ's rows. We hope
they can germinate and produce good fruits, because in all hearts of God´s children there´re
full field for growth of the life tree; it needs the man remove the weeds he insist on cultivating.
Awake humanity!
We´re brothers. Come to us and, as only one people, only one nation, only one God,
we´ll build the New Land of Peace!
Jesus is the Gardener and we´re the seeds.
Elsim,Intraterrestrial of Stelta

SECOND PART

The remorse means the acid that corrodes
the soul, stopping it in painful fruitless
affliction.
Pardon is the Father's blessed balm to the
open wounds and giving the restart
conditions.
To forgive yourself is the start-up.
The stagnation means delay and waste
of precious time of whom already has
awoke.
The sincere devotion to theJesus´ work
is the key of progress.
Jesus preached: "Take your cross and
follow me, who wishes to know My
Kingdom"
Blessed is love!
Gandhi

CHAPTER 01
AKASHIC REGISTER

To unmask the matter hidden by
intransigence, indifference, pride and
foolishness is an arduous task and
sometimes painful.
Men listen what want and not what need,
thus, for many it will sound as joke, to
unamask the veil that you accomplish now.
Count Rochester,
Spiritualistic instructor of GESH

01. Acessing the Akashic Register
When I began in meditation, I saw big eagle arriving, as Commander Ashtar Sheram
usually comes. Kindly, he landed and invited me to sit down on his back and so I did. She, the
eagle, flew fast towards the infinite space, leaving behind the terrestrial atmosphere. She
speed up and thence became a ball of incandescent fire, but didn't burn. She extinguised and
disappeared in the air, leaving me alone in a strange place.
That place seemed the space, but there wasn´t light of stars even at distance. My body
floated, stand up, like the astronauts' bodies in absence of gravity, but there was something
upholding me in a such position like a larger force.
Surroudings, there was a light whitish fog, like a too light veil coming from High, covering
everything. On the other hand, the atmosphere seemed composed of a liquid crystal in which
I was dived. While I observed the place, I heard Ysh-Wam´s strong voice. She ordered me to
put my hand on the crystal and so I did, and some scenes appeared and soon disappeared,
coloured in a colourless place.
New order of Ysh-Wam guided me about an event of my past life, and again, I put my
hand in the space. I recalled about my children's birth. I put my hand on the crystal screen,
and I saw the exact moment of birth of my three children, as they were born at the same
moment. Everything was so fast and soon the scene up.
I draw a conclusion that I was in the eterical atmosphere, where are recording Akashic
Registers, without separation of time; all the events happened in another dimension. Also, it
wasn´t my hand that accessed the information, but my mind, when authorized by larger force.
After that experience, I began to see a strong light, increasing its size and intensity. I felt
that I have been already in the place, but becomig denser, more and more, taking light form,
so that I could be distinguished among of the remainders.
When it was already so dense, in some way, other small spotlight began to become
individual, from the first one. They were smaller but also bright. I felt strong emotion, a
mixture of admiration, worship and tenderness. Then I realized that the spotlights were
Master Jesus´projection with his apostles. While involved by soft light of his presence I
listened the following words:
02. Jesus speaks to the humanity
Come to me.
I´m the fire that, once lit, no longer extinguishes.
Nobody go to the Father except through me, I´m Love.
Everything is peaceful in my presence and nothing can affect us.
About the everything you know, nothing embraces larger value than my Love for you.
I take care of your steps, since your embryonic existence at subtle plans.
During all your lives I have guided you. When you made a mistake, falling in the putrid
mud, perfidious mire of the soul, I was with you, awaiting patiently you shouting for me, taking
care, so that could be short period, last effort, for us to raise you from the mundane poverty.
At last, when you decided to walk, I was shinning your way, so that you didn't fall again.
Our efforts were good for nothing, because despite of our presence, how many successive
falls you had. And to each fall, I was awaiting for you over there.
Now, I´m with you and using of my Father's magnanimous will, I reach your words, that
speak directly in your minds.

Can you hear me?
Since long time, I have been transmitting my teachings for you. Could you follow me?
Look, poor invalids how polluted is your tunic. Soon, you´ll be invited to the great party and
how will you come dressing in a such garments?
Wash them, giving effective value to that which has indeed.
Love each other, untie the hate, move away differences and keep happy, so that
recovered of the shady night, you go into the dawn of new day, free from useless memories
and insipidities of olden times.
With you I was, I am and I´ll be.
For loving you, I have been present as embodied and for love I stay among of you.
I´m all love for you, so that you be transformed in pure love, crystalline source of your
eternal Divine Sparkle.
Here I´m with you. Give me your hands and follow me. Let´s go towards the stars.
You´re loving brothers and always I look after you.
Jesus
03. Jesus prays for the humanity
On that moment, Jesus looks at the sky and says:
Father, I beg you for these men and women whose children and old ones cry. They are
patients of body and soul. They stand in suffering, when your road is only light.
Mister of the Worlds, I ask you a little more time. Fewer listen to me. I speak lovingly
them and I hope, they learn to listen my words and undertand the sense of them.
They must kneel down before your larger presence. Give them, once again, the generous
opportunity. Oh! Infinite love!
In your presence I put my will and offer you my force.
That comes true, above everything, Your Will.
Oh, Eternal Love!
Jesus
04. Exhortation to the terrestrial people
Then, speaking us again:
Brothers, your material trajectory brings marks of violence and pain. Only the blind man,
due to vanity, pride and selfishness can´t see that, since milleniums, the chosen roads have
only taking him towards the destruction.
Recognize, once and for all that, there is no better road than that drawn by the High,
encouraging you to redemption of your crimes, putting you again in touch with Divine Laws.
Devote in name of the Father! Restart new life based on sublime values of the Evangel.
All of the people received the blessed Love from High, expressed by messengers devoted
to the Good. Strong Lights shine your journay. Therefore, you have detailed instructions, able
to drive you to the safe port of fraternal love.
The callings that you listen, represents nothing else than wide notes pointing out the
misunderstandings in your way. No news we´re increasing, besides the group of evolved
ideas that is your way of behaviour, but whatever arrive sent by the Spirits of Light is loving
knowledge, reliquary that you should know, in order to expand the understanding about life.
You´re bearers of passport for happiness. Why do insist on clandestine trip that
exposes you to the risks of hard and painful course?

Come to me, I´m love and I can comfort your pain. But I say: Don´t be late in mistakes,
therefore, pretty soon time arrives, when you must be thrown to the own desire and again get
back to the unnecessary primitivism and thence ascend up before the light.
Loving children of my Father!
Come to me and I can calm down your pain.
I call you to Me, on behalf of God. Receive me in your hearts.
Jesus
05. How happens the unfolding
The polarity of the cardiac chakra is inverted, key that works inversion on others chakras
momentarily, while the mind get back through the time, until the spirit was placed in the
conceived body.
The encounter of exact moment of unfolding at spiritual plan (moment of reincarnation)
and of polar inversion of chakras put you above the matter and take to areas of primary
access to the Akashic Registers.
Q - Which of our bodies is taken there?
A - That who retains best the information searched. For each one information and to each
encounter can be used one of them. All you have your bodies stimulated for superior contact
in one of our cycles of twenty-four hours.
Q - How many cycles are there?
A - The cycles of tides, which we took in your Planet and, the force of intersection of the
stars that acts on your bodies, so that we can accomplish the unfolding and suitable
preparation. To each cycle, one or more bodies are available to due task.
Q – Are used all the bodies (except physical)?
A - All of the bodies are adjusted, once that we work with one, while are disaligned others
that need to be adjusted. For seeking information in the Registers, just the mental superior
bodies above us are useful.
Clairvoyance: I saw our seven bodies slightly separated and, among them, there was a light
thread, similar to the umbilical cord. That thread crossed the bodies by a longitudinal line
ascendend from basic chakra or sacrum to the coronary. For each unfolding, the thread was
got by twezers near its insertion in the body and aligned again, according with the previous
body. For twenty-four hours, cycles of six hours, all of the tweezers are checked and the load
of force-energy is renewed with a view to uphold the unfoldings.
At each meditation, one of the bodies, in better condition, it´s loosened and taken to the
space for absorbing the information. When it returns, the stored energy is transferred from
body to body, until reach the physical brain, where the informations are printed.
Q - Why the tweezers?
A - By measure of safety that avoids the automatic transmission of full load of energies at
once, absorbed by superior chakras.
Q - Is across the light thread that circulates the absorbed energy in the akshic registers?
A - Yes.
Q - Is that light thread, the silver string?
A - Yes.
Q - Does that light thread fix in any earthy point? Would be the coronary?
A - It´s fixed in the physical body, the Spirit´s prison or the Earth´s body, individuality for
manifestation of monadic energy.

Everything that links you to the Earth´s body such as: foods, air and water constitute
elements of circulation, stimulating the basic energies feeding your bodies, so that, through
them the spirit can manifest.
You were born as Earth´s children thus, your bodies come from your Mother Earth.
Everything that constitutes it, also constitutes you, because its matter is always renewed,
through the multiplication of cellular cycle that gets raw material, through the nutrients that
you absorb of solid foods, air and water.
The earthy Astral Plan also presents through the nutrients that feed your inferior bodies
(physical, double eterical and astral).
The coronary chakra is anchored where your thoughts move. As you may know, you´re
magnetized by force of thoughts to stellar spheres.
The food that you ignore, but that always nourishes the superior bodies, through the prane
breathing, feeding them.

CHAPTER 02
ADDENDUM ON AKASHIC REGISTERS

No human action is free of
consequences, no thought of low vibration is
neutral of reactions and, no word spreached
crosses the space without reaching its
objective.
Thus, you should recognize that what
you have planted, you´re picking the
bitterest fruits of prejudice, strong
attachment and intolerance
.
Elsim,Intraterrestrial of Stelta

01. The Guardian of the time
I was alone and flying in the air like an astronaut, when appeared a Being who asked me:
- Who comes over there?
- I answered with other question. Who are you?
- I´m the guardian of the time. What do want?
- I believe that I´m going towards the space where are the Akashic Registers (at
meantime, I was so confused and there wasn´t nobody to point me out the road).
Q - To whom do you work?
A - Master Ramatis. Have you forgotten? We have been here before. The speaker was
other who wanted know you personally.
Q - Pleased to meet you, could I know your name?
A - Arcotron.
Q - May I continue?
A - Bear in mind that only data previously selected can be removed with no modification,
on the contrary, hard consequences can reach you.
I´m that chosen by the Father for protecting the Time and, only those authorized or their
members can break through this space. Then be carefull.
Q - Thank you Mister.
After that dialogue, Arcotron stood back and I drived my thought to Ysh-Wam, because I
realized that, although invisible, he was present and I asked him:
Q - Why didn't you appear in front of the guardian?
A - Girl, you do many unnecessary questions. Let´s go ahead.
And the search to the past continued. We arrived again at the place of the previous week.
Ysh-Wam was beside me, but didn´t became materialized in same dimension of mine. I
couldn´t see but felt his presence. He had mental contact during the whole time we were
there in. I didn´t feel alone anyway.
02. The great Universal Genesis
It opens a door and a long stairway lighted appears, wrapped up in a white fog. I began to
go up and at the top there was another door closed. On the right side, there was a lamp like
siren of police with red sign on and the green one was turned off. An instructor ordered me to
put my hand on a cavity, on the right side of the siren, and soon the red lamp turned off and
the green one turned on and the door opened. I entered there in and I pulled the curtain
existent in a place without doors and walls. When I broke through that space, it seemed move
me in middle of a plasma or something similar. The displacement was easy and the body slid
freely, because the gravity was controlled by stranger substance, without color and smell like
jelly. There was a "poof" in drop form as comfortable chair. Under the chair, there were
several rails running side by side.
Afterwards, I received the following message:
This humanity make a mistake, thinking that the transitory civilizations at physical plan,
only are designed by chance or miscegenation of races for inhabiting the Planet.
Each human group developed on the surface of your Orbe, it represents an stage of your
humanity's upgrowth, as phases of embryonic development of a new being. But in that case,
the embryo in formation means a collective being, formed by encounter of many people and
bound for creatures' progress.

As well as the pregnant mother needs of prenatal periodically, also your humanity's
upgrowth need of check-up periodically.
Refered to you, we state tha the Humanity reborn by love or by pain.
We have been alerting you about these two ways of awakening; however, many crazy
ones are dragged by furious passions, without realize that they´re on the way to rebirth. When
they awake, already in other world, no longer can return to the womb of Mother Earth. Exiled,
they suffer the consequences due their deliberate ignorance. Others, when awake, recognize
the womb of Mother Earth redone in light and approach in happy encounter.
Among them, some awake thinking they are in the same place. Then, deceived, they
continue performing the neglectful tasks gave up in the past. By the other hand, who set free
from the earthy umbilical cord, they get back to their “planetary mother” (original Planet),
where already adults go ahead towards the largest Light.
And thus, all of the cells that compose your humanity's embryonic body, must find the
appropriate destiny that have chosen, in the Great universal Genesis.
Rampa
03. “The chair”, device of searching in the Akashic Registers
I see the chair again, however now more detailed. It seems I´m in that place where are
recorded the Akashic Registers, as the “ brain of our Universe”, file of planetary memory.
There´re several slices like the cerebral circumvolutions with gaps among of the slices.
The chair runs on the rails, moved by mental force of whom sits down on it.
I was guided by my thoughts and the chair moved on the rails within of some space. When
I lifted up my hand and touched some point, a window opened and some images appeared
like aTV screen. To each thought, new race appeared on the rails and new events accessed.
When our brain thinks about an event, date or person, automatically, the chair moves
towards the point where that group of informations are stored. Then, the person extends the
hand and touch in the suitable space and appears a big screen, as turned on with a plug, and
the images show up the event at issue.
I also saw a companion of GESH on the other side of the brain. I was in the "right
hemisphere" and she in the "left" one. Between us, there was a glass wall separating the
"universal brain”. I said her good bye to her, who smiled and noded her head as greeting and
her chair ran to one side, while I went to opposite one.
04. Akashic Registers, the universal brain
Afterwards somebody spoke:
The informations are accessed this way, since the beginning of preparation for this work.
The data like this acquired, they were recorded in your minds and, when the group are in
meditation, the acess devices are established to the content stored in the mind.
The team that works with us acts helping for elevation of mental vibrations, so that can be
acessed the exact place and the correct sequence of facts interpreted without distortions.
Q - Is the book already quite accessed and stored?
A - Not yet. Every night you still make incursions for such end.
Q - Did the attack of darkness suffered on my head, affected any stored data?
A - Nothing was affected, because was only a light wound just reaching your astral body.

They wanted break the work, but ignoring the technique used, they didn´t have success.
The protection you have would never allow lesions deeper than permitted by your karma.
The data storage are in superior mental body. Thus is necessary the work of our brothers
Mahyr and Ysh-Wam "going down" the content until the physical, with at least distortions.
Q - I am performing the work with much difficulty and insecure. Am I working right?
A - Yes sister. Everything as foreseen; we already knew your most interior thoughts.
Nothing can interrupt the correct march of evolved Brothers executing the Father's purposes.
Perseverance and Love is what you need.
Count Rochester
Q – You are unlike, your vibration is lighter and seems more distant, although I feel
stronger and intense your presence (said the spiritualistic medium)
A - yes, the work ascends the creatures when aren´t in matter, the difference between the
new and the old becomes more evident to each new apprenticeship.
05. Searching Akashic Registers
Many thoughts relative the day-by-day invade my mind like torrent. I can see workers
taking care of our bodies.
I see a medical team. I feel my body pricked with nails and little pills put on my tonque. It
seems that with such medicine, undesirable thoughts emerge and I can´t think about the last
events of the week, however, they are stronger than my will; then a brother arrives and
collects those thoughts in a type of white blanket and says:
- How much useless things, my daughter. Don´t you know that God everything provide?
Then I saw myself right against a white open door. I saw a stairway and I went up it.
The brother says that I can keep in mind that course, whenever I want meditate and he
took me to several unlike points of Akashic Registers, but they all referred to the wars. I saw
several people, at different times, always fighting in bloody and violent conflicts.
Starting from some moment, the scenes of the whole world seemed of the present time.
Afterwards Mahyr explained the reason we´re summoned, as workers of the Light of last
hour, starting from our difficulties and she said the following, as were apologizing.
06. We always keep lit the light
While those people prepared by us are deviating of the route established in the space
before their reincarnation, we, gradually, continue removing the full load of energies, always
keeping lit the light, awaiting the awakening and regress of workers to the work for the good.
However, several times, an initial deviation inciting unbalances nearly always definitive,
makes difficult to the current man that folows roads of material illusion, to awake and return
spontaneously to his grounding.
We never abandon them. They yes, abandon us, their brothers. And, many are brothers of
original races of same Planet. Yes, because all those designed for facing the Caravan of
Workers of the Light on this planetary hour, they were declined of other Orbes and received
new chance of redemption on the Earth.
Deserters in the past, once again, they make same mistakes. Yesterday, encouraged by
senseless rebellion; today, creatures that already set free of instincts, voluntarily, they´re
arrested, because are full of animal insanity very strong and dominator.

Nowadays, they stay awake and the hour of nightmares approaches. They´re as blind
men walking towards the abyss.
A lot of our thoughts and teachings could already be circulating among you; however with
a such procedure of deserters, those reincarnated designed for transmission of knowledge,
they stay in individualized personalities. Great Spiritualistic Instructors came to the world at
different times and countries. In the brazialian project, as a new attempt for the good, the
technique applied in order to spread on the whole territory, countless Brazilian people for
important tasks. The Sidereal Technicians started to invest on the Groups.
Many bound for working were called and elucidated, but everything useless. Once again
the illusion numbed their minds leaving them arrested between two worlds and unconcluded
task (for instance in our group GESH).

CHAPTER 03
THE AMERICAN CONTINENT

" Happiness isn´t from this this world,
preached Jesus, and we tell you: nor of that
hour.
Designate you as God´s children, but
you have never heard refer to you as single
child...
Rise the impetuous pride of considering
you as exclusive race.
Undress of selfishness thinking to be the
Earth´s heirs. Recognize that you´re just one
more people struggling against your
foolishness...
Elsim, Intraterrestrial of Stelta

01. The American continent
The humanity have been travelling an evolutionary course by thousands of years,
struggling between individual and collective readjustments, crawling in contentions and
inferior attritions that don't get to avoid, due their complacency, pride and selfishness.
The trillions of embodied spirits that inhabit the Earth don't get reaching the vibratory
quantum foreseen by their masters, in this planetary cycle that is up. The Planet Earth, as
laboratory of souls of several worlds, which majority have already travelled previously other
planetary cycle and failed, they must travel new cyclical course of refinement and spiritual
improvement in another world.
The eternity doesn't finish, thus those rebellion spirits will travel many planetary cycles
necessary, until awake to the Light, forever.
The intricate net of interior feelings only can be undone and aligned again, by the Divine
North and the own creature already tired of karmical wheels of suffering.
This humanity perish, therefore there are much tares and little wheat.
The Americas grow. A new world that appeared, awaking hope, restart of the old worldy
civilization. Expansion of territorial dominion of the old world, that quickly make progress and
set free. Even though, the germs of prepotency and pride came through the hearts of
dominant conquerors, exterminating the primitive civilizations found, destroying the fauna and
flora like decimating plague.
They grew, multiplied and today became birds of prey spread by the whole world. North
America, according to its original planning, should be the supporting pole of progress among
of Americas, and not of dominion and slavery.
It advances fastly on technological progress and stops in evangelical moral, defending the
good for itself and the dominion to the other people.
It could have been the master spring of progress to the Americas, controlling and avoiding
the irreversible dissimination terrestrial destructor of youth: the drugs.
If North America had accomplished its role as Guardian of the Americas, should be unlike
the direction of the New Land that grew under strong ascendant of pride of the races.
It had changed the hegemony to prejudice and fraternity to dominion.
It didn't provoke larger damages, because the High avoided its absolute domain over the
American nations. The latter ones should stay independent, each one with its course to travel
and shouldn´t be colonies of any other American country.
The Americas were able to make technological, material and spiritually with help of the
strongest, and not, to stay as some American countries, in quite primitivism and poverty,
stimulating those people in cultivating in their lands the planetary poverty, such as hashish,
coca and other drugs.
Foolish creatures who are arrested to the temporary power and postpone the inevitable
encounter with Light.
The moral fall of North America and its ascendancy of pride and prepotency that it didn't
dominate, will dethrone it, as well as all the other civilizations that disseminated violence,
destruction and domain over the other people.
02. North America
The prejudice of races, the legalization of abortion and games of chance are mining the
North American Civilization.

They advances on control and healing of incurable diseases and abuse of the Genetics at
service of the matter.
They throw themselves drastically into "Involutive Forces", exposing more and more.
No civilization survive long time at costs of the brother's blood.
Many avatars embody in North America with a view to change the descendent course of
their trajectory, however don't get to revert the destructive wave and, moreover, their
presences provoke more fanaticism and separatism.
Part of the geography of the Americas survive during the constitution of the New Land.
Part of Andean Cordillera will become inhabitable.The small countries will disappear, giving
place to new civilization, less aggressive and more human.
Other lands appear, changing geographically the American Continent that have the
newest physical formation of the Planet.
The Planet Earth follow its course by cyclical automatism guided by superior minds. The
people travel the road chosen, all immersed into cosmic ether.
Human creatures, inhabit a small grain of sand in the Cosmos, so that you can travel the
primitive chain of spirit in ascese. The road is long and the more you stay rebels, the more
delay your awakening, because when the spirit awakes and connects with Light, wishing
progress, the ascendant process becomes extraordinarily unlike from what you know.
After you set free of dense sores that link you to the pain, free finally, unimaginable
edenical plans await for you.
Awake brothers!.
03. The shadow doesn't turn off the light
On the other side of the world, while the Chinese and Hindu Civilizations advanced in
agreement with the superior dictates, the north barbaric people have colonized their lands,
determining and draining territories, through their barbarism, the inferior instinctive load
brought of olden times in other Orbes.
Conflicts and battles served them as purifying instruments. Many consciences advanced.
Others, obstinate, resentful and proud, decided to conquer their own territory where built their
powerful nation, reproduction of their extra-planetary civilization.
In spite of having received an opportunity of renewal, as soon as, they set free in action
and intelligence, they returned to the same smallest interests that had sent them to the exile.
According with Law of attraction and repulsion, since the moment that his mental power
got back to conquest and domination, they gathered around themselves, creatures that had
penetrated the terrestrial space and placed in the earthy bowels. Equally, they started to
congregate around themselves vile and disturbing minds similar in his limited evolution.
The North American territory was their objective and arriving there in, they started to
decimate everything that pleased them, driving again through the roads of fall.
Animals were hunted by simple and morbid pleasure of killing and exterminate them.
The Indians were chased and decimated as inferior ones, when they should be seen and
treated as brothers. We couldn´t stop their funest march.
Their ferocious and violent instincts, today spread by the whole Planet as unhealthy
expectro, chasing all of the people and awaiting the moment of decimating them.
Everything that is Life and represents Light of God´s Love on the Earth interests them as
objective of destruction.

Their power is larger than can be supposed, however, they´ll never find the victory,
because the shadow doesn't turn off the light, but the light expels the darkness
whenever it´s lit in the human hearts.
Save the force of the Light.
Uriel
04. Fellow creatures attracting their pairs
While was transmitted the message above, I could see the barbaric people always fighting
for territory. They wanted to overdue the land for developing a powerful civilization.
They arrived in very ugly spaceship and attracted to the Planet, beings of reptilean
form already defined with no human line.
They made contact and partnership with sinister activity of domination. The
intruders attracted by magnetic force, inferior earthy inhabitants and together
constituted as settlers of the North American Continent.
05. Central and South America
Central America was the cradle of civilizations with esoteric and technological know-how
that failed drastically, because didn´t respect the Law of Love to the Neighbor. They abused
of black magic, building a dense barrier of hard dissolution to the descendants, who became
weak and fearful beings, parked in convictions and inferior rituals that broke their progress.
Today, they try uphold and ascend up in the future world. Rooted by mysticisms, they
delayed some millenniums, the journay of their collective progress.
Tha nations of the South America seek a quantum jump of progress performing the
programmed by the High, without sucess on account of the inversion of moral values.
In general, the humanity loses for don´t give priority, in their existences, to the practice of
Unalterable laws of Moral Code brought by Jesus. If it had understood and valued his
sublime Mission, he wouldn´t murdered on the cross.
Brazil, designed to be the barn of the world, must keep fair and fraternal with others
nations, without never to be obsequious.
06. From Brazil set off notions of Homeland without borders
Brazil, heart of the world
Homeland of the Evangel!
Brazilian brothers, our people were designed for bringing to the world, the evolutionary
conquests of solidarity and love to the neighbor. Their future is spreading by all the others
nations, the Light under the Aegis of the Lamb.
Free from prejudice, bitterness or resentment, they exemplify through the pardon, lesson
learned by everybody that passed by several cultures and got the conditions of reincarnating
here in this Earth.
Barn of the world, not with a view to subdue or exploit the unlucky arrived, but wisely
sharing the little remained in the world, as example of Father´s Love spread on the humanity.
It´s from that friendly and fraternal nature that will be born a new sense of people future,
constituted by only one race, with same survival needs, only one nation, where all are treated
as brothers, doesn´t matter who or where from, only one religion acquired by practice of
helping and constituted through the principles of universal love.

From Brazil starts notions of homeland without borders, of obedient and peaceful people,
of care and devotion to the Earth. Hard winds will sweep the continents, but over Brazil, will
hover the rampart, the invisible barrier protecting it.
We hope may God´s design be done and your Brazilian souls ascend on peaceful songs
and fraternity sounding all of the terrestrial people.
Forward Brazilian! Courage and faith, solidarity and rightness of character. You´re the
people chosen to exemplify to the world the Good New received.
May the Mister of the Worlds bless us.
Ismael, 12/06/04
Note: After the communication, we thought about the meaning of Ismael´ messages, due to so much
corruption in Brazil, to that he own answered; "Await patiently and everything will be you explained."

07. The trajectory of indigenous nations
Firstly, America was inhabited by indigenous nations in their original purity. Innocent souls,
arranged in groups according with the evolutionary graduation. They distinguised as tame and
native, in relation to the ferocious ones with animal instincts, without the cruelty of the civilized
could dominate them. Descendents of extinct european races, in planetary migration, for
milleniums, they developed culture unlike of the civilized man, seeking in the nature, full
integration of their souls, thus constituting their way of life.
Immersed in the cyclical vibrations of the nature, they only followed their course and, with
simplicity lived their culture, language and religious cults.
Many indigenous civilizations that lived on the Earth weren´t at least known by the civilized
man. Nowadays, you can still find small villages, quite isolated from civilization in the dense
and inaccessible forests.
After had executed the evolutive function, they migrate to human worlds more advanced.
Within of many indigenous races, some spirits already civilized took refuge after
incarnations of strong tempers, where guided great human crowds, living under so much
tribulations and conspiracies.
With exalted minds, they rested, reincarnating in indigenous tribes, living simple and
humble life, supplying the spirit with nature energies and preparing for future probations.
Thus happened with egyptian pharaohs, great kings and emperors that took refuge in
isolated tribes, hiding of their implacable pursuers, while their immortal spirit that needed of
rest and recovered calmly within the forests.
Nowadays, only the tribes quite isolated of contact with civilizations, stay primitive and
inocent as before.
The indigenous tribes that get in touch with civilizations become polluted with dense
energy of hate coming from hard destruction of habits, religious traditions, invasion and
ownership of their villages. Hate that have been forming strong connections since milleniums
in the wheels of incarnations.
The indigenous nations transformed in groups of spiritual refinement of several souls in
evolutionary traffic of spiritual ascese.
The current natives no longer are authentic, because the inferior feelings imposed them by
invaders, contaminated them in all the eartthy quadrants.

CHAPTER 4
THE INDIANS

"In the terrestrial accounting, the more
divided you´re, less force you´ll have.
Then, join loving the neighbor as the
largest lesson taught by Jesus, and you can
have lots of your afflictions extinguished.
Set free from dangerous prejudice that
divide you, influenced on that you should be
and to do to your neighbor.
Practice the Christian Evangel and,
slowly, everything around can be renewed.
Shama Hare

01. Pray to Jesus
Come, Mister Jesus
Hear our request. We need your help. Our people are dying and don't find other solution
except the bloody confront they want to avoid at all costs.
Be our support in that painful hour. We beg your help. Send us a loving emissary able to
appease our companions and return hope in our hearts.
We´re weak and fewer, they´re many strong and wild, how could we face them?
Only your help can save us. We want to devote to you, not to the white skinned people.
We wish peace in our land, eating and drinking, forming our families as our ancestral ones
did. My people don't support so much invasion.
Whether you exist and is our brother, come help us.
If not for us, men, that all must support, look at our wives, children and old people.
They want our land washed by blood, but the spirit of the wind spoke to me that it was
already washed with our ancestors´blood and now no longer is wartime.
Then, what can we do?
Come Jesus, we need you.
Unknown Indian
02. The primitive Indians
Clairvoyance: This afternoon are with us: Caciques Thuerê, Xavans Aguas Claras, Pena
Verde, Pena Dourada, Pedra Azul, Jose Wary as well as Indian Flecha Ligeira, Xavant,
Shaman Pena branca and many others.
I see a dense forest and I enter there in.
Many indians are hung in the trees, upside down. They have short stature and are as
shadows flying among of the trees like monkeys. Their houses are made on the trees; too
simple as well as their domestic utensils.
Afterwards, they take me to a very beautiful waterfall within the forest, where there is a
pyramid of Aztec or Mayan origin, I´m not sure.
03. The explorers and their invasions
Today, whether exist indigenous tribes suffering poverty, hunger, negligence and
abandonment, it´s because in these tribes are embodied the same explorers of yesterday that
distorted the evolutionary journay, inciting hate and decimation of the race.
They pick today what planted careless in the past.
The explorers of all the nations should have respected the native inhabitants, and not treat
them as enemies that should be exterminated.
Today, they struggle for respect of races and geographical limits, what didn´t in the past.
The reduced indigenous nations of the Earth, swallowed by the progress, scream loudly in
order to stay alive, without however their purity.
The present Indians are the old decimators trying their redeem before the God´s Laws.
Some tribes keep alive the ancestral culture, at costs of much sacrifice. In those tribes,
there´re a great number evolved embodied that get in touch with superior indigenous forces
and also with Extras and Intras, keeping some balance, despite the pressure and influence of
civilized people around them. (we have visited the Xavant tribe in 1998 and 2000).

04. The religious people and their influences
The Indians are strong warriors defending a superior objective: to protect the sacred
places. Through their faith they make possible the protection of Hosts of the Good.
After the bloody explorers, the religious people answered for the whole distortion and
unbalance of indigenous people, imposing them new culture and way of life unlike of theirs.
They removed their original purity, contaminating them with obscene cruelty. Up to now,
the religious ones from several convictions didn't understand their hole before the Indians.
They keep strong obsessions in recruiting followers, disfiguring the Indian' minds already
quite confused. Thence, they created dense and painful bows for future incarnations, in order
to undo such connections.
Jesus follows up all of the man's activities on the Earth. His unconditional love involves all
the creatures on the Planet, in order to awake them to the Christic Love and fraternal feeling
for all of the people, and also that love of "universal family" latent in the Being.
Magnanimous and fair, Father presents all of the chances of progress to his son during his
evolutionary journay.
At inferior astral, where they´re thrown to the hate due to attacks and massacres by
civilized ones, the Indians are arranged in great contingents and thrown in revenge, taking the
law into their own hands, inciting hate and prejudice between Indians and invaders,
embodied on the moment.
By cleaning up astral at this End of cycle happens awakening of larger number of natives,
through those that in the past, threw them into the dense mud of hate.
Today, these brothers, already aware, seek redeem before God and their own
consciences, through the sacrificial work in inferior areas. For its turn, the revengeful nuclei
stand and try to awake in the most susceptible tribes, their inferior influence, inciting hate
among of rivals. Nevertheless, the Armies of the Light get effective results redeeming those
unhappy souls who were badly driven in the evolutionary course.
05. Some Indigenous habits
The several american tribes kept peaceful exchange among themselves, changing
informations with objective of mutual helping.
The less unfriendly and isolated tribes get along well with similar groups of other tribes.
The cannibal tribes didn't attack only in order to stay alive; they practiced anthropophagy
against of enemies, just when their territory was invaded by imprudent ones.
Those tribes that had abandoned lately their animal primitivism, they ate the brother of
same tribe, when were born deformed or for tribal command. Those tribes were extinguished.
In Central america there were tribes with advanced know-how about the usage the herbs
that could cure or kill. All the indigenous tribes lives on the nature.
The civilizations threatened of disappearing such as, Mayan and Inca people searched
new knowledge through the secular indigenous tribes on usage of herbs for their sorceries.
Nowadays, also some naturalistic scientists search knowledge with natives, about the
several benefits of medicinal herbs, however in their books only shines the author's name.
The Indians know well the course of nature including animals, cycle of the life, habits and
foods, because their lives are moulded through the pulsing of the nature.
They´re loving creatures when friends, and ferocious when incited and threatened. They
have flexible temper and thus are deceived and decimated by intruders.

If the conquerors have listened their wise advices, today, the Planet wouldn´t be in a such
environmental unbalance.
The Indian is the opposite of the civilized man, but without forces to surpass him, he
deviated of his own culture.
Conquerors, vile human creatures, thirsty of material ownerships and temporary power,
they didn't know again, how take advantage of the spiritual progress that the peaceful
acquaintanceship with Indians could offer them, but preferred the karmical disagreement.
06 Indians and astral colonies
Q - Are there astral colonies exclusively for Indians?
A - Not exclusive, because the Indian in his evolutionary course became white skinned
man and vice versa. Thus, the spiritual colonies that welcome the Indian brother, they´re
constituted of workers that, on behalf of Jesus, help the unbalanced souls and, those that
help specially the Indians, they´re the same ones that in the past, somehow, were linked to
those brothers, for love or hate.
In your GESJ colony, there are Indians in social welfare work with white skinned man,
extras and intraterrestrials, redeming Indians still linked with white man in inferior astral.
All linked by old bows and, now, seek to reduce at most the negative contingent around
them, helping everybody, indigenous and no indigenous.
There´re evolved spirits that no longer have limited body; they shape up as caciques,
shamans, indigenous warriors, according with their convenience and thus help victims and
executioners remained in abysmal puddles.
Q - Are there indians declined from others Planets?
A – There´re exiled who became Indian in some phase of their evolutionary course. The
Indians, in general, are children of the Land.
There´re Extras and Intraterrestrials embodied as Indians, in order to keep alive
cultures and legends of protection of sacred places, keeping at distance the influence
of white men, without breaking the continuity of informations among generation in
their protecting function of sacred things.
Some tribes in Central and South America keep secrets about the entrances of
underground cities and intraterrestrial civilizations.
In North America, the indigenous nations were extinguished and some tribes migrated to
other America. Fewer Indians survived there in quite affected by others cultures.
Those brothers kept great beds minerals and also information about the upkeep of the
planetary life.
Note: In the indigenous tribe visited in Mato Grosso, the cacique knew on existence of Letha,
intraterrestrial city, and others Indian of same tribe said that were extraterrestrials. And referring to a
such an important subject, we state that the Indians, despite of their native life, they believe on spirit
beyond of physical body and effective evidence about what we say; they incorporate in the
spiritualistic medium knowing that are disembodied creatures, what make easy so much our dialogue.
Otherwise, the civilized ones, arrive in a terrible way and, the most don't realize that they are dead and
takes some time to believe on that fact.

07. Leave the Indian follow his natural life

Brothers of mine, much peace on Jesus.
Why don't we make more to the Indians?
Infantile Spirits, sweet creatures that just intend to enjoy the benefits of Mother Nature not
damaging nor destroying it.
They respect the whole Nature: fishes, trees, birds and others animals. They speak their
language, know their instincts and live in deep communion with them.
Their biological ancestrals at astral plans guide them through the shaman.
Shaman, intelligent wizard, he seek through the Mother Nature, the resources of healing
for Indians´physical body.
Sweet creatures sisters! Infantile souls that need today of strong voices defending them.
We hope that the civilized ones no longer interfere in their peaceful existences imposing
them adverse cultural rules.
They don't need of religion of hypocritical and selfish white skninned men. They worship
the "simple nature beings" as they own.
There´s a chance of stopping hate in the Indians´ hearts dived in the abysmal puddles. It´s
enough breaks discrimination, desire of ownership of allien thing and finish exploiting the
Indians and stop the disdain with them.
Help without imposing them exigences and changes.
Leave the Indian to follow his natural course of life.
As well as the "armies of evil" march on the earth, spreading storms and pain, also march
the refengeful Indians in small tribes, inciting conflicts. In order to interrupt their negative
march, it´s necessary much efforts of our group and of yours. We realize that we can count on
you, group of warriors of the Light.
Here we are under authorization of your Master Shama Hare, asking you to intensify your
work of awakening of Indigenous brothers that advances to destructive revenge!
Love the Indigenous brothers as our Father loves us!
Publish words defending the Brazilian Indians and encourage, as you are doing, the white
men's sympathy to the Indian.
The astral cleaning up that you´re accomplishing with your Masters and the loving
helping of disobession addressed to the indians, have contributing so much for awakening
and helping their directions.
What we ask you, lowly, it´s to intensify your work towards the Indian. Look after them.
Your words are strong and reach the creatures ready to receive them.
Christian attitude is to respect to the indian and not transform him. This last one is vile.
We are at your disposal and also we stay helping the work to the Indian brother.
Jesus is our master, our guide.
Save the Light that drives us.
Cacique Vilas Boas
08. The Indians represent the nature
In the course of civilizations´upgrowth, the man changes by extraordinary way.
The physical body and the intellect advance so much, while morally stays at inferior levels,
cultivating pride and prepotency of sovereigns dominators.
The Indians should walk side by side with civilized ones; not as sub-race, enslaved by
men of advanced intellect, but as younger brothers, as new small plants that should be
watered and protected against of bad weather.

The collective karma got due to injustice and atrocities against the Indians is so big that
have generated the unbalanced slums, where the Indians of olden times take back their
lands, foods and their wild and free life.
Subreptitiously, chase the residents of the asphalt, as well as they were chased and
hunted in the past. Today, they charge the subsistence denied them before.
Bothers awake! That´s the harvest time.
Now, sow only Pardon and Love to the neighbor, because this bitter harvest is fruit of
negative sowing of the past. Please, breaks the vicious cycle of hate.
Make prevailing love above hate, fraternity above prejudice and humility above pride.
Sow Peace for promising future, where people can share union and mutual help. The
Indians were decimated of the Planet, breaking their evolution shaped by Sidereal
Technicians. Now, you answer for that interference through the planetary chaos that you live.
White, black, Indians, yellows, all are brothers, Father´s children, bound for upgrowth.
The Indians represent the nature, rivers, plants, animals and so on. The civilized ones, for
its turn, are finishing everything like destructive machines.
Stop hate! Fly the flag of love!
Love, the only bow that join us to the Creator.
Brothers, look at Indian as younger brother who needs your salutary and friend contest.
Save the Brazilian Indian! Save Jesus
Jose of Anchieta
09. Now Jesus drives me
Indian ever I was,
In several lives I have lived,
In several tribes where I was born,
Hate grew inside me
Until that I decided to change
And with your help transform myself.
Thenceforth I rescued myself,
And those brothers whom I incited hate.
Tenceforth I have been devoting to the help work.
How much I already moved forward!...
An intraterrestrial city I have visited.
Now, brothers of mine,
I know Jesus and he drives me.
Not that Jesus they wanted to impose us, unjust and cold.
But Jesus of pure Love.
I won't rest, but to continue in the work with the Master
Helping in the puddles of darkness,
Souls of Indians and white skinned people.
Come brothers of mine and set free with us
In this God´s fight , the Nation!
Cacique Pena Verde
10. Brothers, look after your indigenous brothers
Brothers of mine, take a look at the past, when you´re still primitive disputing foods with
wild animals, and superior brothers of other orbes helped you, so that you could grow.

Your bodies changed, your minds grew and now you can cultivate your own foods, without
disputing with wild animals.
Some selfish brothers have been over there too, not imposing you anything, just giving
the example of self-denial and renouncement.
The progress advances, but the seeds of the good, thrown into your heart by loving
brothers, don't germinate.
Jesus goes down to the Earth, at most sacrifice that his angelical condition demanded.
Without anything to charge, just distributing love, leaving for you "the unforgettable words, a
guide of behaviour " for your moral and spiritual progress.
You stand in slow progress and other Superior Souls walk with you the terrestrial
trajectory, encouraging you to follow the way of Light left by our Sublime Master.
Now, look at your Indian bothers, who travel with you their evolution course on the Earth,
always interrupted by your bad and destructive actions, however, without be abandoned by
the Largest Law.
Now, try to modify the road at spiritual delay and the fall in the cliffs of hate.
Extend friendly hands to the urgent and fair helping impelling them on the road of
progress, through pardon and love.
Go as far as those infantile brothers who need of your contest, in order to ascend the
escalade of spiritual progress.
Interlace your hands and raise the flight of freedom!
Jesus blesses you.
11. The physical nudity as symbolism of spiritual nudity
A larger number of declined and rebellion souls, already without petrified hearts lived in
past times, went down to the Earth for restarting the learning about the human life.
Centuries of emptying of their mortal energies at uninhabited and arid worlds put us in
condition of spirits, under physical and moral aspects, quite naked, lowered to the spiritual
illiterateds condition, to whom all of the letters should be taught since the beginning, although
they are good at communication and in thinking.
The primitivism to which returned, although being millenarian spirits and having already
took advantage the benefits of abundant technological evolution, it didn't stand them the
necessary requirements of ascending to the celestial stoppages. Thus, they returned to the
beginning, quite forgotten and strongly full of respect, reverence and love to the life, that
started to be their Supreme Commander.
Those who destroyed many lives across their bloody practices of vampirism, devastating
the whole civilizations and sucking their healthy energies, now devote to the command of
laws of life, guided by Forces of the Nature.
The physical nudity fits them perfectly, as symbolism of spiritual nudity as show up to the
Father's eyes. They´re spirits that undress of old apparel after a long course of pain and
shape up like mud, in new shape for restarting.
When invade their physical, spiritual and cultural space, the mankind of others
classes interfere so much on the plan of progress.
The premature contact with your civilization awakes in many, the confused memory
of times buried by painful trajectory during millenniums. Dived in that hard mixture
between past and present, on the moment, have their instincts activated in order to

uphold them the survival, they came into collision with results unexpected, but fairly
always disastrous for both: white and Indians.
The learning about Respect, surpass the superficial moral codes of your society.
Broadly speaking about its meaning and force, Respect is inseparable of faith and love,
the only devices able to give to the human glance, the necessary limpidity to presentation of
larger truths.
To respect them in that sense, would be allow the upgrowth, according with the Largest
Plan, never interfering in the process.
Bear in mind that, every indigenous tribe have a Spiritualistic Guide who commands as a
grouping and with them moves forward, in agreement with the progress as a whole.
When you break through the energetical space of those beings and interfere on their
dominion of action , you unbalance the magnetic breeze of the village, disturbing the bows
that allow the Superior Command.
Move away from indigenous villages and respect them as your white neighbors.
Leave them make progress slowly with their own knowledge, without speeding their
progressive march, that in everything differs of yours.
Accept all helping, as their rescue and learning of humility for you.
You have everything that the matter can provide to the modern man, but don´t have
vital force nor full harmonic syntony, as the Indian brothers devote to Mother Earth.
Both, equally, have important knowledge that should be transmitted from one to the other.
The most that you can dare on behalf of only God, who drives your existences, would be
devote to the Light,that shines unlike on the road of both, taking advantage of the spotlight for
clearing the own personal and collective trajectory.
Leave them free.
Everything have, therefore the Father looks after everybody. Your will in keep them
civilized, it was born of prepotency and pride of your hearts considering above everything.
Do you know that among all the forces that govern the Planet, is yours one of the smallest
one? When used it wrong most of the time you are desestablishing the group.
Human friends, stop your senseless hands and address them for changing your own
inferiority. Its enough of mistakes. Learn with the indigenous soul, the example of humility
and obedience with Superior Laws and devote your forces towards the Light as they do.
Be loving and peaceful.
Your Master
Ramatis
12. The violence in some tribes
Q - Master, how reincarnate the violent Indians?
A - Each group or nation keeps the strongest aspects that marked and ran their destinies.
Arranged into different groups, the souls exiled arrived at sterile worlds also unlike the way
how they withstood to enter in the earthy planetary matter.
The researches on where and when, accordding with process of planetary colonization,
those spirits should reincarnate and until where could arrive in their karmical and evolutionary
process, it was defined the homeland that they should adopt by themselves.
The tamest and prudent ones were sent to areas, where the most abundant life should
emerge to surface, and those of wilder instincts should face the simplest and painful planetary
conditions, so that tcould depend large on their belligerent energy to their own survival.

Even after long time of drainage of belligerent force of their souls, some groups of spirits
still embodied with vampiric tendencies, constituting the most violent indigenous groups,
adopting cannibal and sanguinary practice on their brothers, however in smaller number.
Today, the most, no longer present that behavior that was already purified in the course of
milenarean upgrowth on the Earth.
Q – Do the current barbaric crimes have connection with those beings?
A - Yes, we can say that some cannibals present in your society, they´re the result of old
conflicts, when primitive souls were forced by foreign domination, to renounce their culture
and break violently the spiritual karmic bows from their original people.
Spirits like this, undoubtdly, connect to the civilization, however, without having purified
well their incivility. They are undesirable consequences that you must support due disrespect
with Laws of progress. Only the Light of knowledge can help a spirit who wishes advances,
discerning the roads of his ascensional trajectory.
Thus, the knowledge you have adopted as superior to the indians, favors your fall and
destruction, although are superior only that, who has knowledge and uses it well, not just to
self benefit, but contributing as a harmonic chord in the symphony of the life.
13. Only one God.
Indians and negroes contribute so much on biodiversity of medicinal herbs.
When the indians and negroes were sick, they couldn´t visit the doctors, then sought in
Mother Nature, the sources necessary to inevitable diseases and also to avoid others.
The Indians couldn´t control diseases transmitted by white men, due their unlike races.
The white man who decimated indians mercilessly and humiliated the negroes ferociously,
should devote them homages and gratifulness, because the present botanical know-how had
its origin in the search of knowledge of both people. Whether in the past, the white man
neglected his meritorious action referred to races sisters, today must recognize their value.
Men, it isn´t far when you must give them your hands, forming a single earthy people,
single nation and only one God.
Go ahead, recognizing the importance of sister races for the planetary progress.
All are brothers, despite the prejudice of many!
We have only one earthy People, despite the control of some nations.
Today I can understand: Indians, white, black, all are Earth´s children.
Save the Land.
Cacique Thuerê

CHAPTER 5
THE INDIANS
MESSAGES ALREADY DIVULGED

"Go ahead confident, despite the distrust
and disbelief of many people.
Await the credit only from Father, Spirits
friends and Superior Beings whom drive
your destinies, and you´ll feel satisfaction of
accomplished duty... "
Hercilio Maes

01. Sacred Land
On behalf of Christ, here speaks Indian Xavan, answering for your protection here in
Amazonean area.
This humble worker is so happy together with friend Zambi in this task.
My arrival was permitted, so that I told you to keep open eyes, strong heart, courage and
connection with High, for facing the obstacles put on your way such as: several traps and
treacherous ambushes, however as a large group, good at undo those kind of malefactions.
It´s very important to keep your hearts addressed to the spiritual work, connected with
forces that tun this place. They realize that this Land is sacred and many of our brothers,
suffered and hurt cruelly, (disembodied Indians) are rebels and must be doctrinized.
We know well about Law of Cause and Effect; they have suffered because had debits, but
preferred hate and now have a great chance of returning to the road of the Good: Forgiving.
We´ll be protecting you and helping in evangelization of our brothers.
On behalf of all my people, I welcome you and say that we are beside you.
Q - Are you from Roncador or Amazonean Area?
A - I take part of Amazonean Area, but my main incarnation was in Xavant Indians' tribe.
Once that your work in Roncador was so important to my people and had helped lots of
brothers, I who was engaged in that work, then was designed for helping you in these lands.
Here, Elementals and Indigenous brothers together are rebels due a such destruction in
this sacred land; then the same work made in my tribe will be done here.
Q - For instance, don´t accept any help from the first person who appears here?
A – It needs much care here, because a lot of traps will appear. That wasn´t the first time
nor the last one; gradually, you can see how you walk on a mined field. Then, all serenity and
patience is so important when take a decision, so that can see the correct road to go ahead.
It needs clean heart and touch with God, so that everything run well. You´ll find a person
of good character and of pure soul guiding you in this mission. Your heart will show him, who
is ready to take part in this important work and also has energy compatible to the task.
Our time is up.
Margarida: thank you and all the others indians who take part of the task.
Xavan - The Indians thank your love with us too.
Cacique Xavan, 27/03/99
Note: Actually, our guide Miguel is very special person. He´s member of one esoterical group of
Uphology and is Spiritualistic medium. He´s very nice human being, our guide in the Amazonean area
and old friend of our dear Kuthumi, who greeted him lovingly, on that unforgettable night for us.
Miguel, spiritually speaking, he won a lot in that trip, when had his chakras quite activated, taking part
of our meditations at each three hours. Our best wishes for you, dear brother.

Margarida
02. Dialogue with disembodied Indian allied of darkness
Indian: What are you doing here in our lands?
Medium: to try calm down your exalted souls that want fight at physical plan.
I - I don't believe. You´re beside the white skinned man.
M - It is not true. We came on behalf of Peace.
I - White man kills Indians, animals, destroys everything and doesn't respect the Nature.

M - Unhappily, dear brother, that happens in the course of the years. Everything due to
greed, interest and power.
I - We have joined with superior forces with a view to destroy white man.
M - But instead of joining to the positive forces of the Good, that make us grow spiritually,
you brothers with your hearts full of hate, joined to the negative forces of the evil, worse than
those ones that had destroyed your lives and invaded your lands. They´re the same men that
yesterday, in larger number, became worst than before. The same people: perverse and
inhuman. Can you understand me?
I - Not. God Sun yes. We want end the white man's domain. There is no other solution.
M - Yes, there is my brother, pardon and forgetfulness of offenses. God Sun that belongs
to you and us too, he doesn't wish hate, blood spilled nor fight among his little children. The
Indian is God´s son as well as white man, negroes and darkness beings are God´s children.
Father doesn't want fights among them. We must forgive them, because the evil passes by;
once that they´ll regret and stop acting this way. Now, on behalf of your God, we wish that
hate disappears and stop blood spilling.
I - That doesn´t have regress.
M - Brother, God everything can. If you were incited by sanguinary troops of darkness and
throw your embodied brothers against the white men, will happen a big massacre, lots of
people dead, mainly indigenous old and children.
I - White man destroyed Indians and our honor. We don't have anything else.
M - You have God, our Father whom they can´t get from you. We know your past and
present history. Nothing on the Earth belong to us; everything here is transitory. We become
happy when understand and respect the Divine Laws. Thence we can realize that everything
belong to everybody and the bad peope must pay their crimes. When it doesn't happen here
at physical plan, surely happens at spiritual plan. Nobody can avoid the Divine Justice.
I - Our friends allied have much force.
M - But not stronger than our Father. Yesterday, while we´re praying, something strange
happened, have you seen?
I - Yes, that was sorcery.
M - During that explosion with very strong lightning, your powerful friends who worked with
black magic against us, became terrified and left running, but were arrested and will stay until
pass the Cleaner Planet, where they ´ll be taken to primitive world compatible with them.
I - My people will be guided by them towards the victory.
M - No way, my brother. They´re deceiving Indian once again.
I - They aren´t white man.
M - They´re the same ones that became dirty, dark, ugly due practice of much cruelty. We
call them as darkness because live without light. Those greedy men, in olden times have
massacred Indians and negroes too.
The negroes also suffered so much. The white men got them in Africa, arrested, enslaved
and mistreated them.They suffered all the types of humiliation and torture. Before, they lived
free and happy in their lands. Everything happened due to interest and greed of white man,
only wishing money and power.
I - But only they have helped my people.
M -That isn´t help, only interest of theirs. They still live on blood and, if happens a battle,
much blood will be spilled and they´ll absorb energy loosened of their brother´s blood.
I - But a lot of blood was already spilled.
M - Yes, but do you want to finish with the remainder brothers?

I - I wish only ustice to my people.
M - There won't be justice this way. As already said, those men of darkness will decimate
the tribes still existent.
I - We´re quite many.
M - So you think. You´re fewer and nor all think in the same way.
I - The white man has already done everything.
M – Yes, the same who passed to the side that you´re now. Do you understand me?
I - Indian doesn't know.
M - Are you cacique or shaman?
I - Cacique.
M - Could I know your name?
I - Flecha corredor.
M - I have two good indigenous friends: Cacique Pena Verde and Shaman Pena branca
whom I like so much. Ask them to help your people removing hate and to avoid war.
I - Indian helps Indian. White man doesn't help Indian.
M - Then, whether a evolved cacique or shaman beside you, who knows well about all the
events, come with advice of peace, could you hear him?
I - Cacique doesn't know if can convince the people full of hate. (here he refers to the
revolted Indians that live for centuries at Astral Plan, due to atrocities made by white men).
M - God´s power is larger. He drives all the forces of the nature: water, land, wind and
fire, and also minerals, vegetable, Elementals and mankind. Only the Nature can supply life
and encourages everything. If you, cacique be convinced about that, and talk with other
caciques or shamans involved in that alliance, together can join so much force for the good,
helping your guardians during the hard terrestrial transition.
I - Others caciques already have met.
M - Ask them to talk with us.
I - They want justice.
M - God makes justice. That whole inhuman, perverse and greedy people that still live
here with us and those of your side will be taken to very primitive world. Did you have already
hear about the Intruded Planet? It´s approaching on the earth and take all those who don't
obey Divine Laws. Planet Earth will be clean and only those tame and peaceful people will
live as once preached Master Jesus.
I - Our time is up.
M - Go, and whether cacique wants to talk with us, we´re at disposal.
I - Indian will talk with the other ones.
M - Go and God blesses you.
Cacique Flecha corredor, 01/12/98
03. We are brothers
Clairvoyance: While we´re reciting our mantra, I have seen an indian in meditation. Stand up,
he was so beautiful, very tall and strong, dressed in white, a cockade covered his head and
reached his feet. Then he spoke:
Brothers of mine, since the beginning of the times, when our Nations were very happy, the
God sun wished that all of the people lived always united on behalf of love, forming a single
and happy family. Nevertheless, appeared our brothers that in spite of every happiness and
beauty existent in our lands, they felt strong anguish of power arrive gradually.

God knew that others men of same nature would arrive here, with a view to purify and stay
like us, cheerful, happy, thanked to the Sun for lifetime and health.
Nevertheless, when those beings arrived here, they got followers among our people and
the whole divine plan began to suffer alterations.
Thus, everything changed so much and became worse. Thenceforth, the forces began a
battle that persists up to now. Brothers killing each other, hate inciting atrocities and violence.
Father wishes that all those who have been making mistakes up to now, cease to resit,
depose the weapons, sure that no arguments nor excuses can justify a negative answer and
moreover, there´s no reason for staying in mistakes.
We all are brothers, we understood their rebellion, and we´d like that a truce begin
immediately, and hereafter, they receive the whole helping coming from ancestrals of our
people, that will answer doubts on the past, present and future.
Take advantage of this opportunity. Our shamans of great wisdom, good at great magics,
will transform each one of you, friendly brothers, in a new creature and your spirits no longer
will wander in the dark valleys, where reign fear and violence.
Be sure that your negative answer to a hand extended, will force you to wander without
landing, homeland, family and identity.
Once engaged to the violence, will be part of a sick body and easy victim of others
sorceries and destruction.
Then our ancestrals will be forced to sweep out of people´s memories as deserters, and
revengeful and cowardly agents that turned against the Hand that created and fed them, with
intensity of the worst wild animal known.
We hope that the opportunity shines before each one, and the strong and fair warrior's
memory can blossom in your minds. Your brothers await you, loving and happy.
The sun reborn and invites the return to the starting point.
The deviations no longer justify, the arrival is welcome and it´s printed in all the spirits.
Cacique Aguas Claras, 01/12/98
04. Cacique Flecha Dourada´s speech
"People Xavant can´t die! Nation Xavant can´t die!
Indian can´t leave white skinned man to want wealth of Indian´s lands.
Indian can´t change his habits as wants white man.
White man has his own culture and Indian also has his own culture. Everything has its
value in the right place and due time.
Indian and white man are God´s people. White man must respect Indian who doesn't
have to surrender to the white man.
When have bargains among Indians and white people, these always win, Indian loses.
White man doesn't play clear, he hides game. The pure Indian believes.
Xavant Nation needs to become unite and to whitstand in order don´t be decimated.
Government say that protects Indian, but sell the Indian´s lands more and more.
If discovers Indian´s wealth, white man wants Indian´s lands. Xavant Nation need to
become so united and strengthened and overdue white man´s prejudice thinking that Indian
doesn't need of lands. But Indian needs of lands, earthy natives help and protect Indian.
Indian´s lands is where he hunts and fishes his foods for keeping alive his ancestral ones.
Everything sacred! Everything sacred! White doesn't have to want.
Xavant has to unite and become strengthened! "
Cacique Pena Dourada, 12/10/00

05. Xavant Indian´s speech
What the ancestral ones want is spiritual evolution of people xavant. United, happy and
preserved against of the evil.
We don't want see our people extinct before accomplishing program of Superior Beings.
We want that people xavant execute wisely the task that only concerns him in that Planet.
The publishing about the existence of this beautiful city all over the world become people
xavant more united and strengthened protecting the "key."
Much Peace for everybody.
Brother xavant, 11/10/00
06. Clans of poverty
Discriminated and impoverished, the Indians formed clans of poverty in the Planet.
The indigenous culture loses force.
In the New Era, everything will be different but, before the tragic events foreseen for this
Planet, the xavant people must continue their mission, protecting and banishing the intruders.
The evolved beings have helping us so much, but unhappily the Planet was ravaged by
"dense forces" and all were affected, because the global ecosystem stands unbalanced.
With the Father´s blessings, we´ll keep united the xavant community , helping and
protecting the portals of the sacred city, getting as reward, so much spiritual progress of the
primitive people.
We thank so much your people for helping to keep united the Xavant Indian Nation.
Much Peace for you.
Cacique Xavan, 11/10/00
07. Cacique Jose Wari´s speech
I was driven as far as a plateau in Roncador, where I was welcame by two elders, dressed
in clear tunic, and one of them identified as father of our friend, cacique Supto, and sent to his
son the following message:
"Supto, our people still very primitive and late as ancestral, not so much polluted yet by
white civilization that approach quickly.
Son, attention, because the Evil yearns to invade and destroy the Xavant people.
We must keep at most our roots and traditions, teaching our children about the secrets of
our ancestors, so that they continue in the purpose of keeping the secret of the key, until the
superior orders say the contrary.
I know your heart and by your efforts, get results, due to much invisible help for you.
When we meet and I bring you within the city, the tasks are informed clearly, but when you
awake up, only codes comes to you memory, because the material mind filters the messages.
You must always meditate following your own intuition, because is through it, that you can
keep lit the fire of Xavant Indian Warrior's.
Your spirit is strong and you were the chosen.
Keep faith on Superior Forces. All we are commanded by them.
Much peace for you."
Jose Wari, 12/10/00

08. A Guardian of the Mountain
I see an Indian so big as a mountain. He has nude chest and hair fixed with feathers
behind of his head.
So serious and calm, he gives us permission to continue, alerting us:
"Don´t remove any leaf.
Don´t touch the place unnecessarily.
Respect the nature and the inhabitants.
Go out with empty hands as arrived, and then the Superior Forces can protect you"
We thanked the permission with prayer and continued the trip until Roncador mountain,
where we sat down on a rough and little plateau and recited our mantra. Nothing disturbed us
and we returned with "empty hands" and our hearts full of happiness.
Clairvoyance, October of 2000
Note: Now, October of 2004, we´d like explain the message above, inserted in Divulgation nr. 28.
Once, we´re spendind some days in a Xavant Indian village in Roncador Mountain/MT, where we
entered in the savannah, in order to stay closer of the mountain and to recite mantra over there. We
stopped a little before and prayed usual and afterwards we received the warning above.
For us, it wasn´t news, because we realized that the forces of the nature act through the Elementals,
Devas and Guardians that are the Father's Eyes on the nature.

GESH, October of 2004
09. The healthy and fraternal medicine
Peace!
The white man knows so much; he studies and get knowledge through the books.
He also advances in pride.
As Indian, I always had my Gods unlike of white man.
I died and I´am still Indian, but Istudy and I understood that my gods are projections of a
single God. I have met the extraordinary Jesus' work, and I changed my hate against of white
people, therefore I learned with Jesus that white man is my brother too.
Today, I already work helping to explain to other Indian brothers, but that work is difficult
firsttly, due to material obstacles kept by hate that embittered my race brothers' hearts and
secondly, because in many places (spiritualistic centers) don't accept our help.
Who loses is the embodied spirit who lives together with indiscriminated pressures,
but discriminates the salutary and fraternal medicine.
Cacique Pena Verde, Friend and brother in GESH, 30/09/01
Note: when that cacique began working with us, he didn't speak Portuguese, however we could
understand each other, through the words of love, affection, understanding and patience. Today, he
speaks Portuguese very well, as you could see through the message above.

10. It is just one more
The Mentors gave me this gift representing many people and tribes sisters. I came to
greet you on behalf of Jesus and say that we are beside you everywhere.

We thank you for driving us as far as so beautiful places, which recall us the time, when
lived in this world and our Mother Earth sheltered us lovingly.
In the Earth´s veins runs the sap of life. Only the foolish man can´t see the full and
healthy food in front of him.
Never an aware Indian spills “the garbage” on his pot. The white man was civilized and
lost the string that linked him to the Mother Earth.
It´s sure that some day every Indian will lose that string, but, the learned lesson, never!
The white man isn´t more nor better than any other creature!
He´s just one more. Could the white man understand that?
The Indian respect his fellow creature, love and thanks to the Creator and Mother Earth
that feeds him.
Sister, lowly, I´d like ask you to scream to the white man the lament of embodied Indians
as a scream of alerting, so that awakes loving force of the creation in his hearts and changed
the direction of his life, while he still can make choices.
M – We´ll do our utmost to publish your request. Have you brother already been in these
places, and already known about the intraterrestrial city existent here?
Cacique – Not yet, it´s the first time I come here.
M – Have you had access to the entrance portal now?
Cacique - The entrance portal accessible to some of the caravan that accompany you, it
isn´t this the moment yet.
M – Is this place here a portal?
C - In the scarps there´s an access tunnel to intraterrestrial city ; not exactly direct to the
portal of Okay, but to tunnels linking the cities.
They are places where workers and intraterrestrial scientists come to seek telluric
energies, for handling them according to their interests. In general, those places are
protected against of human access, in order to avoid surprises of both sides.
They´re places distant and of hard acess, where it´s improbable human presence. The
own intraterrestrial researchers crawl in some parts, because the tunnels become narrow
when nearby the terrestrial surface. For our ndigenous workers, people and Nations
sheltered in your group of work, I greet you on behalf of Jesus.
M - On behalf of Jesus, our mentors and spiritualistic Guides, we also greet you, begging
to the Largest Father that our loving bows of respect and understanding last forever.
Taking advantage of the opportunity, we wonder if the brother knows our friend cacique
Supto, of Xavant tribe in Roncador Mountain?
C – At physical plan, not yet; at astral, yes. We stand in spiritual work with groups and
Xavant Indian tribes in Roncador Mountain, since your last visit in that village. Over there,
happended conferences and the progress of human ambition is monitored closer by the
largest spirituality. Cacique Supto and others of that area, whenever they can, they get
together listening lectures and advices by the Largest Spirituality, as preservation of that area
so important to Planetary Transition, however the force of darkness insist on advance.
Banishes them of serious and fair work, so that stay who believe in the victory of the Light.
Save Jesus! Save Force! Save Light!
Cacique Pena Verde,
Spiritualistic friend of GESH, 07/09/02

11. Prejudice and discrimination IV)
Below, a beautiful message transmitted us by Shaman Pena Branca. Long history that
could form a chapter apart, however we summarized it at most.
Between 1984- 85, we made a vigil in a beautiful moon night in Praia Grande, Nova
Almeida, seashore of ES State, when we´re visited by an Indian who watched us, so
aggressive and full of hate to the "white man" as they call us, no Indians.
We faced a true duel of words around one hour.
The first moments were full of aggressiveness, insults and petrified hearts; we stood in our
grounding, patient, determinated and full of compassion, because we had the whole night
ahead. Afterwards, already so tired about everything, he began to listen more than speak. At
last, after the arrival of old cacique of that tribe, also murdered by white man, but he got to
forgive, the last spiritual resistances of our visitor fell down on land and he cried as a child.
Thenceforth, we talked in a friendly way and he promised us that, after could direct all their
unhappy felows, still full of hate, he, Cacique Pena Branca would accept our invitation for
working in our Group Spiritualistic Servants of Jesus.
After eight or nine years later, he came to work with us, when he told us, he had already
directed all their companions. Now, free, he´d work with us as he had promised.
Today, he and Cacique Pena Verde take part of great group of workers of the Light in our
group GESH. They´re examples of wisdom and purity. If the white men, instead of
massacring them, have had compassion with them, loving friends, surely Brazil and world
would be better now.
We have a lot of debts that need to be rescued, among them, with the negroes and
Indians. A simple “excuse me " or “pardon”, doesn't have moral or spiritual force for cleaning
up their hurt and humiliated hearts. Up to now, they close the doors of Spiritualistic Houses
against the brothers' face. Several times, they arrive in our mediumistic works, tired, sad and
disappointed, because they couldn´t enter in a Spiritualistic House, as if the Indians weren´t
people, brothers, God´s children as we´re. They tell us: "At last, someone open the door and
let us enter in. "
Who has eyes to see, see... "
Physichophony and physichography
12. Once on the beach
Once, I wrote a poem on wet sand of the beach.
I could have had time to devote to my poor brothers sufferers.
I could have awoke earlier to welcome in the confort my ignorant protected ones.
My mission was to evangelize; today I´m sure that the best evangelized was I own.
Despite the savagery of the primitive existence lived, the Divine Laws were quite
respected, because those brothers, my protected ones, they lived in true community.
Everything produced belonged to everybody.The hunting and fishing were shared equally, as
well as constant fraternal help in illnesses.
The children, free as celestial birds, they lived their innocent childhood in the natural
leisure, proper of the age. Free birds! They´re only called to the contest of learning, when had
maturity, so that could understand the needy and importance of cults transmitted them.
I own, respected preacher, I was evangelized by natives and with them I learned how to
respect the Life, Nature and Land.
On the sand of the beach, I wrote my pain as link of slavery to innocent and pure brothers.

Now, I write in my heart, the name of each angry warrior that seeks to set free the tribes
against of persecution of rioted and rebellion ghosts (the indian´s spirits disembodied), who
still today disturbs the villages inciting fights and violence.
I engage with you, in the christian helping to the indigenous brothers, because it´s the
largest responsability of mine. I won't rest, while there´s at least one afflicted brother lost in
the terrestrial thresholds, pain that some day I have helped to create.
My heart weakened still in life, stayed full of remorses, because I hadn´t enough forces
here to face the superior voice, commander of catechistical actions in this Brazil´s lands.
Thank you dear brothers!
We hope the Divine Master's Peace fulfil your emptiness of terrestrial soul.
Jose of Anchieta, 01/02/02
13. Our considerations about the Indians
We understood Anchieta´s words and, we take advantage to thank his generous and
unexpected visit. We believe that he has visited our GESH for two reasons:
Firstly, we work in the astral plan with countless Indians, caciques, shamans, from the
most several Brazilian tribes, in tasks of disobsession and cleaning up of inferior astral.
Secondly, due our approach and friendship with Xavant Indians, at physical plan, in
Roncador Mountain.
We have visited them twice and became friends of cacique Supto and his tribe. We´d like
emphasis here, how surprised us their organization, discipline, respect, obedience, union and,
above all, human solidarity, basic rules to acquantanceship in community. They hunt and fish
only the enough for feeding the whole tribe.The gifts are also shared equally. It surprised us
the social democratic and religious system of those humble and pure people, considered as
primitive savages by the civilized ones. They preserve the forest and the natural inhabitants.
In synthesis, they love and respect the nature. We think that we, yes, are the primitive and
savages people, because despite the Good New brought by Sublime Pilgrim, up to now, we
make atrocities, barbarisms and savageries of all types. That reminds us words of an evolved
extraterrestrial, revealing that in several strategic points of the Land there, to the visitors of
other globes, there is the following warning: Be carefull! Primitive Planet!
Margarida, 01/02/02
14. Pardon
The lack of pardon drags the being to the unconsciousness of the darkness.
I have suffered almost a hundred years, in revenge of men that didn´t know where were.
I dragged in the Astral, dozens of brothers, feeding hate and pain.
Once, in a beach I met some men of colour skin as the ones I wanted to destroy, and were
those ones who revealed me about the the darkness which I lived for not forgiving.
It was a true encounter that, noticing the madness I lived, I decided to change. My worst
moment was when I noticed that, in that madness, how much I had hurt many brothers.
But strange it could be, I didn't lose hope, I decided to change and promised to myself, I´d
only think about myself when I could recover all those whom I had dragged to that cliff of hate.
It was a task of almost ten years. I received unpayable help from brothers of this GESH.
When I recovered the last companion, I realized that I was healthy and free. My heart
no longer was acid and poisoned, I felt there was no barrier among men, of race nor

skin. There wasn´t white, black nor Indians. There are only many brothers in God that
need be helped in fraternity, so that Love and Peace became true on the Earth.
The origin of all that sad life was the kidnapping of an Indian by a white man and the
following revenge: a white woman kidnapped in her marriage´s day by Indians.
Many deaths and hate were good for nothing, only hundreds of years indespair and pain.
You live times of vain violence, once that the knowledge left by the spirits is quite
ignored on the Earth. Only that know-how constitutes basis of true pardon, because,
today, we suffer the consequences of other lives, when we caused much suffering to
the neighbor. To support, resign and understand are the keys of pardon.
Even if offense is so hard as a dagger on your back by abominable cowardice, ask
God help; he´ll bring you force to forgive, thus we can undone bows with the past.
Shaman Pena Branca, 10/01/95

CHAPTER 06
NEGROES

" The loyal disciple knows: obedience is his
safe shelter against the darkness.
The aware disciple knows: discipline is the
shield that moves the enemy away.
The sincere disciple knows how preserve
and even when alone, he feels inwardly the
force of Light guiding him.
In dark nights of probation, go ahead,
because your interior force means the fuel
that feeds the light taking you to the ascese.
Rampa

01. Yesterday: negroes, indians and slaves. Today: rebellion angels redeemed and
revealed by the Father's Infinite Sovereignty
Blessed are those who have accepted the Father's designs, devoting his sovereign will,
never standing back of his route.
Even subdued by white man, Indians and negroes brought to the material plan, the
personified example of humble condescension to the divine dictates.
Seldom, they rebel against their ensigns, attacking their executioners. It sleeps the
conscience that rise against their destiny. They stop facing under the light of own evolution,
redeeming sceneries announcing them the healing comes.
They can´t see Divine Mercy that always point out incessant opportunities of change.
Differently of the red skin indians, the African tribes arrived in the Planet Earth as rebels
and declined angels, brutalized by violent passion, however distant of vampiric practices that
shaped up the karma of Indians brothers on the Earth.
Their sparkles and strong energies were printed in bodies like wild animals, from
where restarted the new evolutive course, interacting with acrity of the African region.
Arrived from Small Asia, they met with remainders of tribes previously placed and looked
like the mankind you know. Through their unusual encounter began the human awakening
remained in the soul. As, magnetically atracted to the progress already gotten by their
brothers, they sought soon the contact and miscegenation that originated the force and
simplicity of a suffered race since their origin.
Milleniums passed by, until the first tribes got to refine primitive behaviors, giving to each
new cycle, behaviors more and more humanized.
Time favored them, because they´re the first inhabitants arrived on the Earth.
From our ships, the specific equipments loaded spread on the matter that was already
prepared by Gardeners of the Space, the monadic rules, spreading lights, at the first time,
stimulating it through the vital principles.
Words, even more elaborated and well employed, wouldn´t represent the magnitude of the
moment, of "first conception”, plenty of success.
On the sky, spread luminous strips like those seen in the northern dawn. They show up
multicolored, as dance of lights, announcing to the space the materialization of God´s plans.
The whole Earth covered of life and, under accelerated pulse of the Law of Progress on
the matter, developing up to now.
Sucessive lives, expiatory and compulsory, moulded the group-form Spiritualistic Family
that later on would compose the black Race.
Under forged aspects, due to flames of passion, noble and proud creatures in olden times
chained by magnetic, psychological and material conditions of their own vibratory lineage.
Many accepted their condition, when awoke of long sleep. However, some as it was
already awaited, they rebelled trying to invert or to defraud the unalterable. Earlier, they
entangled with implacable karmic Laws, provoking along of their journay, troubles more and
more serious, the more serious became their rebellion.
The milleniums passed by, but the causes of human suffering stood unalterable.
Haughtiness and pride never represent human qualities, but convenient distortions of
doubtful interpretation of hearts hardened of arrogance and prepotency.
The contact with forces of the Nature obliged them to the submission necessary to their
spirits, in order to break their pride infractor, reason of rebellion and fall definitively of theirs.

They cease to resist to the greatness of the Divine Plans and are favored with their
brothers' presence, embodied of same Planet, with whom began to accelerate the awakening
of conscience, originating the imposing Pharaonic Civilization.
Once again, taken by pride and presumption of olden times, the crowd fall together with
the whole Egyptian Empire. The karmic net extends and more people are exchanged with
crescent planetary miscegenation. However, it remains the Black Race´s roots, kept with a
view to spread in new continents. There´re always spirits seeking black bodies, strong
genetics and courage for getting their karmic liberation.
They left extraordinary examples for you such as: humility, renouncement, detachment
and faith. Memories of olden times, when hadn´t barriers among the visible and invisible,
ponderable and imponderable, Real and the unreal.
Spirit and matter, two sides of same reality. Only evolved minds far above the vulgar
understanding are able to make right, and can reach the full understanding of elevated
virtues above the human vision.
Yesterday: black, Indians and slaves. Today: rebellion angels redeemed and
revealed through the Father's Infinite Sovereignty.
Your Master
Ramatis
02. Work more and more
Indians, white, black and Asians expand carefully, having their characteristics guided by
meticulous, weak and high work made by scientists spirits called Gardeners of the Space,
with intellectual qualities able to conclude fully the task received of theirs superiors.
Q – Before, you spoke as we already knew that hereafter the black race would compose
the Brazilian people?
A - We Knew as possibility, not certainty, once that, despite the route drawn to your future,
as well as your Planet, you´re always building and modifying your future.
No one trained worker, when stands in evolved work authorized by the High, he can
access the Largest Plan and discover the course of events, with a view to interact with them
in favor of the Largest Good.
Q – Is that like a mathematics book, with answers at the end?
A - Yes, however the check list doesn't take place in order to satisfy curiosity or worker's
laziness, but due to commitment with itinerary of work received and with love that should run
all of the high activities. Love that, direct or indirectly, could be influenced by its interference.
Q - Why the contact today is so difficult?
A – You have broken through an area of huge negativity for achievement of tasks offered
you. Your bodies are still in adaptation, thus happens such maladjustments.
Tomorrow morning, you´ll be already balanced enough to access the registers, as you are
doing now, under the brothers Ysh-Wam and Mahyr's command.
Six women, a ensign. To work, to work, to work.
Ramatis
Note: We are the six women, members of GESH. The seventh one is licensed.

03. Africa
When happened the irradiation of helping to the African continent, I incorporated a
woman's spirit still very weak, disembodied maybe due to inanition.

She was brought to our mediumistic meeting by the helping team of GESH. Her astral
body was so weak that presented no reaction
While she stood incorporated, the electric system of my physical brain transmitted to that
creature's body, pulses like little shocks that, gradually, stimulated her astral body. The same
happened her two children, who also had died due to inanition. One little baby and one seven
or eight years boy, quite disturbed for pain, once they had died starved as well as his family.
Then, in my astral body, I flew over Africa which downtown seemed lighted with powerful
spotlights. While I was flying, some scenes appeared and I could see, in the South Area, so
much hunger and drought, very thin and unourished people starving.
In the center of African continent, I saw natives living at very poor villages; vegetation
almost dry, rare and the people very thin. An endless poverty that let me so sad.
In the Northeast area had some green mountains, with dense forest in some points. I have
seen the arrival of a small airplane in a narrow air field that seemed clandestine. Some
passengers got off to trade with local people, sale of "white gold" (cocaine) for Italian Secret
Society. On that moment, in my mental screen, that place was in Italy. At the same time I saw
natives slavered planting extensive areas of forbidden herbs for handling of drugs.
After that scenario, I received the following message:
Nowadays, fewer terrestrial people can withstand to the corruption of that "white gold."
Then, when someone comes with soft and foolish temptation voice, avoid him at all costs.
It´s difficult to recognize so great weakness and so much inhumanity.
The man despises his brother in changing of fewer velvety sofas, big houses with
swimming pool, brand-in-new cars and much money.
They take a bath in fresh waters, while their brothers of olden times suffer thirsty all of the
ways. Not even they can work due to their weak state.
Hunger devastates the world, however larger inanition is revealed in human spirits
starving of divine food that nourishes and preserve alive the soul.
It´s sad my song! It´s pain of laments that listen!...
Little we can do, but we do it with courage, faith and trust. The Divine Providence surely
multiplies the breads and fishes which we wish to share among our brothers.
Peace, Force and Light. Let´s walk forward with Jesus
Zambi
04. Black race
Save sisters!
Our greetings of Light for you.
We came to celebrate with you, brothers in Christ, workers of the light.
Once again, we arrive in this house so happy, for healthy communication of our thoughts,
exchange informations between embodied and disembodied brothers.
We know your popularization work, concerning with spiritual considerations, able to drive
the mankind to the liberation of karmic cycles, that arrest many creatures by pain and
merciless suffering unecessary, once that God´s love guides everybody towards the progress.
Always, we see human beings, as we are, in memorable delay, parked and dived into
abysmal areas. Those faults due to deep ignorance that overdue minds, still lazy, relative
explanation and understanding of things beyond of the matter.
When dived in the matter, the man only seeks understanding on physical life, forgetting
the true life of immortal spirit. Therefore, it wouldn´t be able in short time, to contain all of the
possibilities of renewal and progress that loving Father gives as gift to his dear children.

All that who understands the sense and transitoriness of life, he should seek and study
about the corporal existence, enlarging his vision beyond of the physical life. However, who
neglect the knowledge of superior Spirituality, he answers for his own parking in the matter.
When we get in touch with brave brother, Chico, we transmit knowledge still limited in the
material sphere, because the largest objective was consolidation of understanding about the
extra-corporal life and its fullness as eternal life. The sense of our communication, through the
large popularization of spiritualistic knowledge, translated the elevated desire of our evolved
brothers engaged at physical plan, basis of knowledge to growth and spiritual progress of
embodied people, calling them attention about the transitoriness of the eartthy life and trying
to develop them the detachment that they should cultivate during their existences
Margarida: We realize that on that time, our Brother couldn´t talk about deep subject. Our
spiritualistic brothers can´t understand that, lots of years later, many things have changed
and also have been discovered, that Life doesn't stop, it´s a constant dynamism and the
revelations arrive up to now. They don't accept that superior brothers of other Planets come
helping us in that so difficult planetary transition. They don't believe that foreigner brothers,
not only of Chapel, have sent their exiled to the Earth. Thence, our undestanding that when
brother dictated: "On the way of the Light" he couldn´t advance in his revelations.
Today, it´s already allowed some progress on knowledge, because the present time so
demands. Returning to the previous subject, "On the way of the Light" and our next book
"Declined people", what could tell us about the origin of the black Race in our work?
Emmanuel – The spiritualistic knowledge is transmitted to embodied people, according
with pedagogical orientation of Superior Beings for us, workers of the Light. But we state that
it follows the same principle of lessons as you understand at physical plan, transmitted into
parts, aiming to advance, make more and more clear the understanding of events.
Then, when pass to the following lesson, the previous ones must be well understood.
Thus it happened when we sought the consolidation of doctrinaire basic principles, codified
by our brave brother Allan Kardec. We accomplied with a request to reach the human minds
and hearts, basis that would allow them, in the future, to build knowledge more advanced.
Our brother left in his Work the fidelity of ideas transmitted by the Spirit of Truth, that nothing
else means than thoughts of the own Planetarium Christ. He, through the Evangel, left the
open doors, so that who had reached the necessary knowledge could penetrate them,
beginning new stage of learning and progress.
The flow of informations and knowledge from High towards the Earth are incessant and
permanent. Without distinction, it´s presented to all of the creatures, just taking a bath in their
lights, who has already got the scores of the previous lessons.
We hope your steps don't stop due thoughts of lazy ones that stay petrified to the primary
lessons, because lots of creatures need more advanced knowledge, with a view to continue
the progress impelled by their spirit.
Thus works the Universe.
We hope that each one can understand such operation and doesn´t put his own blame on
his neighbour.
Who doesn't understand, he must study, avoid prejudice and unhappy atavism, and
advance in understanding. Who already understands the fidelity of converting in knowledge
the lights that already can see, doesn´t matter if are those who don't applaud his acts.
Firstly, for long period, own Chico was despised by ignorant minds that didn´t understand
the sense of high thoughts, got and translated in pages and, later on, compiled as books.
Only after a life, the seeds of light spread by the earth can germinate.

There´s still so much work to be done, so that petrified thoughts in inertia and laziness can
reach the incessant device of spiritual progress. While exist petrified minds, need workers
able to catalyze the superior forces for breaking the numbness of their limited thoughts.
Margarida - Our work is based on that. What we receive concerned with knowledge,
warning and alerts from evolved brothers, Extras, Intras and terrestrial like you, we publish
thoroughly by internet, letters and in our public lectures. We know that fewer still accept,
probably those who have eyes and attentive ears, however the majority don't believe yet.
Emmanuel – If it was different, what for awake workers to renewal of Light concerned with
the work they realize? Each stage, each lesson learned impel the creatures to the next stage
and thence, it needs to each ascendent movement that, new workers accept with resignation,
humility and happiness the task to elucidate and enlarge the spiritualistic knowledge.
I´d like tell you that, the evolutionary line of races in your Planet doesn't follow only one
direction; the current man´s genealogy has several origins that, once miscigenated, have
originated the beings known today. Nevertheless, there was many other beings until getting
he current ones.
Some characteristics of interrupted lineages stayed in their descendants. Nevertheless,
others finished with the racial experience developed by spatial engineers.
Then, it isn´t incoherent the assertive that, the current negroes came as exiled from the
space, but also took other unlike characteristics, although similar in skin coloration and were
developed starting from encounter with inhabitants of this Planet (the native of the Earth).
Throug the miscigenation, they lost some characteristics that distinguished them, thus
they proceeded taking part of the new main race in this Planet.
Margarida – Brother, could you say how many and names of races existent since the
primitive man up to now, because we have doubts about that?
Emmanuel - As I have already said, in the course of the human upgrowth, a lot of races
appeared. Your Planet was presented as laboratory to the technicians and spatial engineers
and, while the work advanced, also were defined the homogeneous groups that formed the
basis on which the humanity should be developed. Those groups were negroes, Aryans and
oriental that you call as yellow race.
Each group of red skin formed different groups within of same genetical constitution. Each
one of them, along the time, miscigenated with others, also constituting new different groups.
As we said, it isn´t linear as you know the evolution of your history and the dispersion of
the races on your Planet.
The devives of earthy colonization involved the arrival of spirits exiled of several
worlds and also evolved spirits through the natural process of evolution on the Earth.
As result of that encounter appeared the Special Project known in the Space as
"Project Earth", that gathers countless scientists, engaged until the end with events
and directions of this Humanity.
No one of you is alone, doesn´t matter the evolutionary line of your present body, as
imperfect spirits that you´re.
You have received from Father, evolved spiritualistic guides in knowledge and moral, with
a view to give you the appropriate conditions to the progress and spiritual ascese. If the fall
reaches you, it was only your choice, once that the physical, moral and spiritual outline put at
your disposal is of high quality, however, only can reach superior quality, who, by own effort,
renouncement, humility and cultivation of purest virtues, work for conquering them.
This message is for you and your readers. May each one worries less about the
strange actions and involve more and more with own internal renewal, always believing

in the Father´s Superior Force above of any human imperfection; and all those connected
with him can know his truth and to devote it, whether so wishes.
You´re workers blessed. May Jesus in His Infinite Kindness follow up your work.
M – Brother, are you and Chico working here for indefinite time or not? I´d like to say that
your beautiful message, a week before, touched us so much.
A – The brother has approached you to work which he performs some days a week.
Attracted by his mind, I´m here with you, what I intend to do others times, however, less than
he does, due to others tasks. However, all we serve our Loving Master, wherever we are.
M – We´re so happy with you and dear Chico´s presence, whom we love so much and
follow his work, since long time. His works enchant us. Now, we´d like to mention some of
his books such as: Paul and Estevan, Renouncement, Two thousand years ago, 50 years
later, On the way of the Light, Sex and Life, and so on. The works dictated by André Luiz:
Brother X and others. How much magnificent spiritual treasure delegated us!. How much
light pearls spread by all over the world. The whole treasure of Love and Light we thank to
the Jesus' humble servant, Francisco Cândico Xavier, or simply dear Chico, always tireless.
A – We are for you, just older brothers who awoke before and discovered the beauty of
loving and serving, that today encourages your hands to the redeeming work.
We´re so happy here with all good wishes of eternal friendship, sincere devotion and love.
We hope that all who serve Christ in matter, can join as brothers, as we do in the
spiritual plan. Here it´s the largest lesson able to silence all the hearts. Times is up for
disagreements or intellectual discords. There´s time, yes, for redeeming work in
Christ's love.
Brothers, may Peace reaches you. We leave you on behalf of God.
Emmanuel
Note:This message arrived us after a conversation we have done on this same day, in the meeting of
GESH, regarding with Emmanuel´s work: "On the way of the Light." His presence was a great surprise
bringing explanations about our subject:The Black race.
A week before, he came to Public Session of GESH and dictated a beautiful message that
touched us so much.
I continue to say that the Spirit blows where he wants because he has free will.

Margarida
05. Earth, giant laboratory of miscigenation
The upgrowth of noble feelings happens gradually until reach the sincere love among
creatures. Here it´s the objective of acquaintanceship among beings settled down in the
Planets in progressing, true laboratories of life.
They´re Planets that receive unconscious embryos until get conscious maturity, passing
by Gardens Planets specifc for growth of each phase of the monad.
As we said, the Planet Earth received several exiled of different ferocity. Graduations of
several vibratory levels joined in same Orbe and, under same difficulties, they developed by
multiple mixtures, until reach some evolutionary degree and could return their own worlds.
The negroes also docked here seeking superior spiritualistic progress. Protected by the
largest Master, they´re encouraged to progress and, each one, according with his own
capacity and will, grew slow or quickly.
The black race, bearer of wilder and stronger gene with larger suffering load due to
discrimination, they became creatures exiled and much suffered.
The black race represents work, courage, force, humility, renouncement and pardon.

Thus the links of rebellion break, when the spirit dives in the black race. Wild gene, spread
by some points of the Planet, it loses the inferior force and becomes spirit renewed and free.
It doesn´t matter your racial origin on the moment, because in the way that travel
the beings on the earthy evolutionary construction, all you have a little of each one,
because the Planet Earth represents a giantic laboratory of miscigenation.
Mahyr

CHAPTER 07
THE GYPSY PEOPLE

It will appears endeless nights.
Be ready with Love in your hearts.
Pains increase in this Planet, due no
execution of Universal Law of Love.
Love each other and you´ll be chosen by
the Father"
Rampa

01. Native fom several civilizations
After formed the gypsy race, had other period for consolidation of their affinities.
Being native of different civilizations, it took some time for placing common procedures
that made possible the grupal acquaintanceship.
The first group already developed in the astral, gradually, reincarnated and met in order to
render concrete and manifest at physical plan. The next step, established by themselves, was
the definition of territory, where they could to stake a claim.
However, didn´t have clear understanding as objectives of superior Spirituality, because
no territory was given them that didn't represent the cradle of any future civilization.
Rebels, they went away seeking lands and power, but without success. Nothing getting
and once they were good at occult sciences, acquired through the indolence, their eternal
characteristic, they sought a new intraterrestrial city which have heard about, mainly because
the inhabitants were too tame, of short and weak physical bodies. However, they didn't know
that a being's force isn´t evaluated by size, and yes, by virtues and evolved moral aspects.
Their inferior impetuosity didn't allow them realize that, true force comes from strong
mental attitude for the good. Thus, they were enclosed, immobilized and expelled by small
nucleus of Nuegs, when still were surroundings the city.
The Nuegs, experienced workers settled down here, for installation of positive energies
brought by Sidereal Technicians. Helped by crystals present here, they gave their contribution
so that, from eartty interior, the Light could spread and balance the dangerous negative load
that should be brought by inferior spirits declined.
Once accomplishing lowly their work, the Nuegs involved the rebellion group by vibration,
slept for long time, when was possible to add to the spiritual morphology, small portions of
acceptance and peace and then could develop their Sparkle of Light, quickly.
The beings designed for following them, later on, composed the complex Moral Code.
For some time, members of gypsy groups drove incursions to intraterrestrial city, until the
Nuegs had finished their activities on the Earth. Afterwards they set off leaving their privious
invaders richer of knowledge than before.
Not getting to conclude their project, the gypsies became nomadic by option, not placing
residence or ownership anywhere, not constituting a nation nor executing the orginal plan
stablished by the High.
Up to now, they wander from place to place as nomadic people.
Some of them try giving up the wandering life. They want constitute a family with own
houses and common life. However, are necessary many reincarnations, so that the victims of
theirs own rebellion get to settle down somewhere, where later on, can integrate spiritualistic
group of the civilization that welcome them, once and for all.
02. Our religion will be created and governed by love.
Representatives of several civilizations, indolent and lazy ones joined constituting people
of own characteristics, although we can´t consider them as civilization, as we understand it.
The gypsy people, when in matter, created their own code of religious practice, quite
unlike of other religions.
By their cultural and historical context, they mixed the most varied behaviors such as:
overvaluation of masculine social position, storage of wealth, luxyry and taking advantage on
the neighbor.

As Beings´children of unlike rebellion and ideological culture, today we can see the result
of a people late physical and morally, with no commitment with spiritual awakening. They can
also be included as latecomers, without great conquest of spiritual progress.
To the imperfect spirits, concern them humility of recognizing so, and later on, seek the
transformation conditions necessary to their souls. They need realize that above us, there are
evolved spirits looking after us, so that our wrong steps don't drive us to hateful abysses. Let
us extend our arms towards the supplicant hands anxious for helping and, let´s transform our
religious practice in favor of the poorest ones
That one will be our religion created, moved and governed only through the love.

CHAPTER 08
THE CURRENT TIMES

"Independent of will or of human credulity,
the catastrophes will happen and who didn't
get ready and ridiculed, won't return to see
the New Land, but restart their lives in other
homes, in same inferior way as before.
Renew your Faith on Jesus´ work, so that
you can get a place in the transport that will
take you to the New Peacetime and
Progress."
Orcadim, Intraterrestrial of Okay

01. The matter is lowermost moment lived by immortal spirit
Each microscopical cell of physical body brings energy necessary to incarnatory cycle
and, moreover, in its cellular memory is recorded the course that the mankind should travel
from birth to death. It´s sure that the external influence contribute so much to delay or
accelerate the process of life or death, but the responsibility of better organical balance
depends on the own person.
The troubles of soul affect the physical body: bad habits, diseases and passion. Whether
the person doesn't change his mental interior attitude, others organical unbalances appears,
besides of those already programmed. He can also reduce the readjustment of physical pain,
increasing his molecular vibration through his thoughts and superior actions.
Through his unbalanced evolutionary journay, he postpone his evangelization and also
connects with Inferior Forces that brutalize him and incite his fall towards the abysses.
There are countless vibratory sub-plans and each creature decides where wishes to stay:
inferior, intermediate and superior, until reaching the nirvana, beyond of the matter.
The creatures can travel each sub-plan and ascend slowly, sometimes parking in inferior
one or decide to the fastest renewer process.
The humanity of this Planet are jumping over the ascendant stairway slowly.
The civilizations failed, therefore let be sudued by pride and have despised the weakest
ones. Thus they have fallen painfully and didn't execute the Father's orders.
Since the man´s appearance on the earth, there was exchange between physical and
extraphysical plans, keeping the creatures always in touch with Superior Phalanges. But
since they got to exchange with Inferior Forces, removing benefits, they passed to enrich the
Beasts, and thenceforth failed the attempts of impelling them.
Even in the course of the great civilizations, the morbid and dark exchange with Beasts
subdued their senses. The Shadows made connections with embodied people, handling
even those considered as untouchable.
The organized structures failed, because the man, blind of pride, felt untouchable.
Believe that the matter is illusory. It´s the lowermost moment lived by immortal spirit
before the eternity. Take advantage of those instants to cut the protuberant edges that attack
and become you impermeable to the Light.
Our work aims to dissolve all of the darkness remainder on the Earth.
When all of spotlights turn on, once and for all, will burn the evil existent, and all that
incompatible to vibratory level to the Good, automatically will be expelled by magnestism
superior existent on the Planet and attracted by vibration to compatible worlds.
Don't await one more minute for changing, because times is up.
02. If the man could decipher his own genes
If the man could decipher his own genes, he´d find lots of answers there in, in subtle
structural component of the matter. The man's past history is recorded since the primitive man
has handled the stone hammer.
Prepotent human creatures want to create other alive bodies, which only God can.
Whether the man wished collective upgrowth, he had advanced much more on his moral,
science and technology.
At any time, there was communication between terrestrial and extraterrestrials, at times,
even ostensively and in others, secretly. However, at some time, not so far, there was

agreement with some extraterrestrials that offered them some advantages without demanding
any high conduct. On the contrary, the advantages granted just extravasation of latent
inferiority in the souls, exposing the brothers to the vampiresc range and humiliating of
creatures that became slavers of involutive forces.
Thus, failed those people bound for driving the crowd to the balance. They should impel
and encourage the material progress of the Planet. Neveertheless, they fell, not because
were abandoned by the High, and yes, they own closed syntony with forces of the Light and
opened direct channel to the inferior plan, failing drastically the project of collective ascese.
Since milleniums, the Army of the Evil have been recruiting followers, and today are
marching from inferior plans to surface for final battle. While going up to the crust, prokove
more falls that feed the "soldiers of the evil" and increases the crowd that surely will be exiled
of the Earth. Exiled of yesterday, that once again, are transferred of Orbe because didin´t
execute the God´s Laws in ignoble way.
Weak and rebellion creatures exiled again to compatible worlds, where no longer can
deviate others people, because everybody that inhabit over there have same vibratory level.
03. The matter is illusion, the spirit is eternal
Since the beginning, a foreseen number of spirits began to inhabit on the Earth. Most of
them declined of other globes and some from Earth, newcomers from inferior kingdoms that
awoke in human kingdom (called primitive men).
During the long evolutionary course on the Earth, since olden times, the same spirits have
improving. During milleniums, many have ascended and a larger number stay in inferior subplans of the Planet.
During all the planetary cycles happened incarnations of Superior Spirits, Extraterrestrial
brothers, with a view to improve the human evolution. Chances for brothers who since the
beginning work on the earth and surroundings its astral, adjusting the Superior Programs.
They only return here after a new planetary cycle of upgrowth and ascese.
Brothers, adjust with Divine Laws, following Jesus' words and stay as terraqueous.
For Divine Justice there aren´t faults and nobody can never jest the Law and stay where it
is incompatible or even don't deserve to be.
Work for your own good.
We insisted on saying that, the matter is illusion, the spirit is eternal.

04. Extraterrestrial of Ômega Mil: “We´re as full professor”
I have seen arriving three Extraterrestrials different of those we knew. They are short like
dwarfs and have bodies similar of ours. I observed their vibration minutely, and I didn´t see
nothing indicating them as negative ones. We began a dialogue, because, at times, during the
conversation they reveal their true nature.
Spiritualistic medium: Our greetings on behalf of Jesus
A - God saves you.
Q - Who are you?
A - We´re three brothers who ive far from your Planet, which place is called Al-Teika. Its
supporting Star is Ômega Mil, one among thousands of Ômegas Stars of our galaxy.
Q - Are you even so small?

A - Yes, our star is smaller than yours, in our world everything is small.
Q - Who brings you here?
A - We´re studious of your Planet. The events here interest us so much, because it was
created a project of upgrowth, in order to stimulate the influence of the evil over the good.
Once that the inferior characteristics still prevail, we always research on human behavior,
before the angelical will of renewal, growth and its distortions.
Q - Have you already finished your studies?
A - Only after the earthy transition to fourth dimension, we conclude our research and
then the result of the whole knowledge start to integrate the Akashic Registers. Since the
beginning, we have been following up the progress of your civilization.
We supplied a lot of knowledge you have now and, we followed up many important events
such as, the two great worldy wars, the main discoveries since the fire, wheel and language.
Q - But what for do you make that?
A - We´re as full professors. We prepare specialized professionals as Gardeners of the
Space for construction of worlds and their civilizations.
For working close those beings we also need preparation, seeking to understand and
execute well the orders and know where some groups of actions probably arrive. Thus, we try
assuring that the largest purposes aren´t changed due to interference of human choices.
Q - Then do you know all our history?
A - Yes, however, we only answer for following up part of your upgrowth.
Q - Which one?
A - That relative the evolution of the science.
Q - Then, are there beings of other Orbes helping us about the other themes?
A - Yes.
Q - What is your name?
A - I can´t say yet. We came here to comply with a request of commanders Mahyr and
Ysh-Wam, who presented us the task received for you, so that we can evaluate the real
possibilities of our involvement with those actions.
Extraterrestrial of Al-Teika
05. You´re authors of your own evolution
Dear brothers!
The future of your Humanity is ineffaceably linked to your history. The way as they had
developed and took advantage of countless opportunities of moral, spiritual and material
growth, translates the capacity of improvement on the present moment.
Those who, in the course of their existences, just improved temporal values, attached to
the material, today are arrested with everything they kept attached.
The attachement to the passion, giving uncontrolled flow to their own inferior pulses, now
they face hard probations on account of their own irresponsibility.
Others, whose spiritual life didn't represent more than social behavior, now, they realize
that appearance isn´t so important to God. The most important is the content revealed by the
soul. Thus, the present scenario reflects the countless histories and its legacy. Keep in mind
that the most of villains and heroes of olden times, are men and women embodied now.
In that sense, we state that, you´re authors of your own evolution.
Be wise on the minute analysis that Master Jesus invites you to reflection and before your
history, make public which side you wish to stay.
The history is yours, as well as your choice able to guide you in the course of the time.

Many evolved brothers such as Joana DÁrc, Joana of Ângelis, slave Anastacia and
others, after had woke, devoted to interior renewal reflected on transformation of own life.
Q - Are you brother Emmanuel?
A - Yes.
Q - Welcome on behalf of Jesus. It´s a great pleasure to know you.
A - I´m also so happy to meet you, as brother chico already did. Your work needs to be
published, so that the crowd can understand, by analysis of present facts, that don´t exist
injustice nor mistakes of God on the hard years they live. They need understand that Jesus
with his infinite love don´t abandons them; the current pain is the crop of theirs foolishness.
Q - So we have done, publishing what we receive and we´ll go on within our possibilities,
to comply a request of Master Ramatis and commander Ashtar Sheram.
A - Your Master who can see even at long distance, he isn´t well understood by
those which fear forces them to live restrict at short vision field. Nor all are prepared
for expanding their consciences at same speed and, for many, lacks courage.
However, your Master stays wise and patient working, encouraging for sincere
desire of joining the spirits brothers, his protected, and loving everybody as you know.
Others masters also try gathering their pupils, what does worth, because many still
sleep under material illusion. Surely, before the Law of Progress they´ll awake.
Go ahead sisters, as brave warriors, because your force of love and devotion to Master
Ramatis, move forces in the several plans on the nature and, the revelations that you seek
transmit sincerely, they are modifying slowly the direction of several lives.
We greet you in name of the Light, therefore we all serve served entirely to master Jesus.
Nowadays, our hands should be joined to the Good, so that, through our evidences of humility
and love, the world can see the Largest Presence of whom drives his flock , that is only one,
on behalf of Christ´s love that join us in the path of the good.
Emmanuel, spiritualistic guide of Chico Xavier
06. The choices still are possible
Brothers,
Since a long time, we have worked with groups of embodied, so that they can drive their
lives in attitudes, thoughts and actions for the good and keep better vibratory levels, at least
necessary for living in groups of rescued and not among of exiled.
The most fall due material appeals and our efforts are divided. The materialistic feelings
have strong influence on embodied ones, even those who already know the Liberating truths.
Even happening rescue of a single soul, we continue our work. We execute superior orders
and in that activity, Love is what move us for you, terrestrial brothers.
We´re many that work for your spiritual awakening and thence you can be helped.
Also you, begin working to self benefit, because time urges. Today, the choices are still
possible, though, on those moments there will be time just for final rescue of whom have
already made their choices.
Save Jesus.
Extraterrestrial Natanael
07. Souls declined of other orbes already debtors with the Law
By the whirl of incarnations, the spirits wish give up inferior feelings and sores, which
drive them towards suffering and pain. However, while diving into forgetfulness of the matter,

they practice harmful cult to the own Ego and forget the obligations promised in the space.
Nevertheless, even forgotten in the sub-conscious, the interior conscience screams to a new
direction, of quick change, in the deviation of bad flames to which they throw by sensations.
The way of life of these unbalanced, undecided, weak and careless spirits, that constitute
the terrestrial humanity, along of millenniums, they planed the right road, but stray as soon
face the probations that shoud put them to the right side of Christ.
From Astral colonies and Helping Stations, set off daily, by thousands of souls for
incarnation into forgetfulness, all spirits engaged with renewal. Fewer, after had subdued to
transformer crucible, surpass the own inferiority and ascend to new evolutionary graduation.
Life after life, spirits, Divine Sparkles travel the evolutionary mat. Up to now, thousands of
creatures struggle in the swamps of abysses of ignorance, overdued by negative forces, to
which were linked for several existences, when had given pulses to the inferior life.
That isn´ for lack of knowledge on the good, that human ones threw themselves to the
abyss of mistakes; but due to rebellion, pride and selfishness that avoid them of make sure
and to follow the renewer roads.
There´re many opportunities of changes, however the right choices are reduced.
The humanity travels sinuous road until the "end of times", as debtors souls, still arrested
by dense chains of hate and revenge.
They´re souls declined of other Orbes, already debtors with the Law that live one more
planetary cycle, without get to throw to new way of spiritual ascension.
Thousands of them have already ascended, but a larger number stays with forces of evil.
The terrestrial crowd are chosen and exiled for several words inferior to the Earth, bringing
in their souls the nostalgy that will burn their hearts, during millenarian cold nights until their
definitive return to the Road of the Light.

CHAPTER 09
THE ENOUGH HOUR COMES

"As already said by many, the Enough
Hour comes and the knowledge that could
be brought to the sunshine, even under
sacrifice of your bodies and minds, they´re
necessary because it´s the last race of the
planetary transition.
Who doesn't want walk, already gave up,
and who goes ahead, no longer can get
back”.
Shama Hare

01. Watch your thoughts and address your actions to the good
The disciple will be tested in that he was trained long time, and only who understood and
assimilated the teaching can face well the hard probation announced.
Politeness and doubts are phases already overcame by loyal Christ´s workers. Any low
feeling that becomes him vulnerable and accessible to low vibrations and, beings that inhabit
there in, must be worked by the disciple, with a view to banish it from heart and mind. In the
future, the unballancing feelings will be anchors arresting you in areas of instability and falls.
Disciples, remove all feelings able to disturb your trajectory. The most important is your
work with obedience and discipline.
Work at most, so that I can keep your balance and sanity in that hour of horror lived by this
people. Only lucid and healthy minds allows us to help you and drive the crowd lost.
Only Jesus is the Road, Truth and Life.
Q - Are these days so far?
A - You should live each minute of your life for your own improvement, so that the eminent
danger doesn't meet you unprepared. Watch your thoughts and address your actions to the
good. Live as if the future was today and now.
Brothers, work confident because we´re beside you.
Jesus, the Largest Driver involves everybody with his sweet love.
Shama Hare
02. Apparent chaos. Fast selection
The Humanity reach the end of the planetary cycle, unbeliever about the superior Laws
and without understanding the real objective of life on this Planet.
Each human being travelled several earthy civilizations without spiritual progress.
Pride, selfishness and prepotency had overdued them as heavy anchors, keeping them in
stagnation and moral poverty.
The sacrificial descent of Master Jesus wasn´t enough to touch their unballanced souls,
arrested to the ignominy up to now.
Through the upgrowth of physical body, awakening of wild minds struggling to survive,
articulation of words, coordination of thoughts and upgrowth of ratiocination, in purification of
the physical body, the man travels long course of blessed opportunities recovering his soul of
mistakes and enter in the celestial hosts.
The chances of moral and spiritual progress happen through an endless sequence which
are used badly or even unknown.
The Father presents evolutionary conditions and his children insist on rebellion, in the
delay and repetition of mistakes.
Great civilizations brought progress and chances to the man's ascese on the Earth,
however their inferior feelings avoided them moving forward.
The modern society offers total freedom of choises to the citizens.
The moral and spiritual patterns became secondary, while the material feelings
overdue the crowd. Guideless, the free will make choices of quick self satisfaction,
becoming the world chaotic and, antagonistic forces try, full time, overdue each other.
Apparent chaos. Fast selection.
The masks fall fastly, because the inferior feelings can´t stay occult long time. The
prevalence of inferior feelings and burlesque delivery is a world explosion, where not
even the religious sanctuaries can offer any barrier or resistance.

The modern man falls again subdued by materialism by multiple choices of his earthy life.
The “End of Cycle" meets the humanity without moral values able to reduce deviations;
they became worldy arena of daily battles, because still exists animal instincts, where the
strongest people overdue the weakest ones.
Fewer human ones seek superior vibratory levels that uphold them on the right side of the
Father, "the earthy wheat." The human bankruptcy make us sad with their choices done
during several existences, across by tortuous road.
It´s a real fact that decides the situation of two thirds of humanity bound for exile. Among
them, one third are taken to same earthy worlds or of similar category. The other one third is
directed to the exile in primitive and sterile world. (without life).
Only one third of that crowd remained is considered as wheat, and the most are already in
spiritualistic colonies in superior earthy Astral embodied on the Christ's right side.
Whe hope the own man can evaluate about his own inability and imprudence on his
trajectory and restart according with Superior Laws.
It isn´t enough to say that is Christian; but yes, acts as Crhistian and deserve to be
on the right side of Christ.
All of the planetary crowd pass by ascendant evolutionary and transformer cycles; not
being therefore, exclusiveness of that solar system.
When become truly Christian, the man can see his inferiority and to bend before the
Creator's greatness.
Only accepting and understanding the reality over and above the matter, under the
command of same Laws that govern his existence, at last, the man will understand the
objective of his life and will throw into the Father's Energy, connecting with the Creator.
03. Our voices won't silence until the last moment
Friends brothers, much peace for you.
Don´t be surprised in these “times arrived”.
What doesn't seem habitual now, it´s revealed by imperative of the hour, by influence of
inferior minds of countless beings that suffer in the earthy thresholds.
Don't give up the battles against of the evil, before the progress of the shadows. Enlarge
your forces practicing the good, besides of yourselves, trying to cease the pain of sufferers
due their heavy karma.
Many patterns of behavior change quickly, but the God´s children, the Christ´s brothers
are bound for practicing the highest values daily, feeding them with faith of an operative
reason that understands the sense of hard transformations processed, astonishing many.
Don't attach too much to the rules of behavior or ancient values. Use now wisely,
dicernment to renew the meaning of whom represent love and kindness among of men.
Prepare your minds to run your lives, besides of social structures that collapse before you.
Teach your children to equal conduct, according with the elevated moral code of the
Evangel, don´t mind that every day stay distant of the great crowd more and more deformed.
That´s the purpose of life you shall consider; while moving away the mad crowd, you go
near of small groups in mental, moral and spiritual balance and harmony with the Light.
Detach yourself and set free and, when cross the divisor of waters which will attract the
bearers of hate, bitterness, despair, sadness, envies, selfishness, jealousy and pride,
cleaning up the earth of all sores, forever.

In order to be not dragged like dry leaves without sap, you shall live on with pure food
served by the Great Jesus' workers and through the work rise above your imperfections,
purifying you against of the sores.
The moment now is so sad for whom love the Planet Earth and long for happier days. For
those, we say: It wasn´t possible.
Many of those dived into sources of hope, they have failed in saciating the evil and thence
contaminated Mother Earth deadly. Now, they shall leave it and from sublime hands of our
Eternal Doctor, comes the medicine that must restore the health, harmony and balance of the
blessed "Earth´s body".
Only who knows the values of life, love and respect the neighbor can inhabit the New
Planet with their renewed souls, born from pain of probations to the lenitive of regeneration.
Save brothers, save friends.
Our voices won't silence until the last moment you can listen us.
May the Jesus´ Light shines and to guide us. Peace for everybody.
Andre Luiz
04. The Enough Hour comes
Sisters, Peace on the planetary Christ.
Once again I´m with you, in order to transmit some necessary considerations about the
work achieved and I count on you.
On the past, I was with you informing about the coming events and of those words, it was
deduced the events that today, you live them strongly.
They´re sad messages, when observed by the terrestrial point of view, though, the
Liberating Forces advance on the earth, sweeping all the evil, disappointments and pain still
necessary. We inform your that we aren´t the Extraterrestrials, bearers of energies that
convoke you to devastate the terrestrial people. We´re just the bearers of wide vision offered
us by the Comos. Vision of a Earth hurt by the man's action that insults it , removes and
consumes its precious energies for upkeep of the planetary balance and the whole system.
The man can intervene in the whole process because it´s allowed free will of each
creature; however there´re limits even for human species. And, when his choices pledge the
stability of the Cosmological System, Superior Forces arrive with "Enough! "
Here it´s the message we bring you.
It arrives the “Enough!” The humanity shall understand that the limit of insanity is
imposed through the Universal Law of Love, progress and justice.
We come not as bearers of bad news, but with signs of hope that shine in the space,
pointing out to the man the road that he shall go on.
We´d like to bring you better news, but we don't have them, therefore spreads quickly over
your Planet, black shadow of dislike, disrespect to the neighbor, greed for immoderate power
and many consequences of misunderstandings made on behalf of inferior passion.
You already live under insecurity and fear and you´ll see the Evil commanding important
and decisive places for driving your Planet.
Don't lose hope when you see satanic, darkness and perfidious creatures in positions of
larger command in this Orbe.
Don't let be subdued for fear, insecurity or distrust of abandonment and despair: Father
never abandons his children.
Your Guardians never abandon you. We´re with you, even it seems difficult to believe.

The energies are unbalanced in the Astral Plan and the war rounds the Planet. There´ll be
pain and to gnash of teeth. The whole Orbe will be involved by dreadful darkness.
You´ll be as lightning bugs blinking lights as signal of life and love, despite the whole pain.
Your light shines even as your last action. Never discourage!
It sets from Brazil the Force of life, hope of many, but sets from your small work, however
persevering on permanent cleaning up of the darkness recovering the Planet.
The "darkness energies" move on the Eearth, because the more they believe to overdue,
the more mistakes they do, then we can have them as easy goals for the necessary discount
in the opportune hour, spreached by the Largest Command of Master Jesus' Loving Heart,
who guide us in this painful taskwork with the embodied ones, but libertator to those spirits
whose faith rises above the terrestrial things.
Keep on force, courage, perseverance, union and love. Save Force of the Light.
Yury, commander of rescue troops

CHAPTER 10
THE “TIMES ARRIVED” ALREADY ARRIVED

“Foolish humanity. Rise you up of infective
paralysis of your wild Ego and reach the
angelical state as spirit renewed.
Be happy, arrives the day when breaks the
historical legacy of suffering of perverse
spirits´incarnations that stay crawling in the
mud of incomprehension and deep
intolerances."
Intraterrestrial Onsã

01. Take your own cross
The present life chose by some spirit for incarnation, means a probation that prepares
your astral morphology for facing the coming ups and downs of life.
The strongest ones are ready. The weakest suffer more facing in the future events.
Wealth and poverty. Health and disease. Love or dislike which your receive nowadays,
they were probations chosen by yourselves for refinement of your spirit, in preparation to the
coming planetary transition.
Take your own cross and be ready, because to whom much was given, much is asked.
Strengthen on faith of New Time that comes, not without before, celebrate with insipidity
of painful but necessary separation.
Much Peace for you
Commander Ashtar Sheran
02. Masters suffer with their pupils' indifference
During this humanity's history, the man develop slowly through the blood and pain. The
greater majority walked by material and dense deviations that had provoked in the soul, the
imediatist sensations, satiating their uncontrollable thirst of power. For long time, they lived
insatiable, inciting the evil that extended deep roots in inferior underworlds of earthy astral.
Millenarian falls, untouchable deformations provoked on the weak perispiritual morphology.
Up to now, the creatures didn't awake nor know for what were created, that was to take
integral and active part of God´s work that is dynamic and eternal.
The material life is illusion, where the spirit goes in his undelayable and inevitable ascese.
Pain is instrument used by Divine Law, in order to bring the man back to the road of Light,
before neglectful and abandoned. The dive into transitory and illusory matter shall be useful
for mutual help in all of the ways, seeking the the fastest road of evolution.
Only through by love the creatures can ascend up.
During millenniums lived by this humanity, at times in the space, others in the matter, the
spirits improved their bodies from animal primitive phase until the modern phase of civilized
man, but their consciences still are driven by same Egoistic Ego of olden times.
Larger compromising with law, because no creature existent in the two plans of this Planet
ignores the Unalterable Law of evolution called Love. All, without exception, know the Good
News brought from Celestial fields to the Cross of the calvary.
Victims and executioners, two sides of a same coin, they pledging at endless cycles of
pain and revenge.
It ends the opportunities of changes on this Orbe.
East became a field full of hate, fertile land for implantation of the Kingdom of Darkness,
headquarter of occult Government of the Evil, where the Sublime Messenger marked his
steps of awakening of souls.
Ironically, the evil has placed there in!
While in subtle plans, the sublime and superior minds join with Occident publishing the
benesses and strengthening the fraternal union among of the creatures, in the material plan,
the intransigent souls fed on millenarian hate struggle in supplying the kingdom of darkness.
This aglomeration of hate will answers for the end of this cycle. Giantic "formthought" created and fed expands its tentacles on theLand that, even contained by
force of Light, it grows and strengthens, because the inconsequent human creature
stay in hate and revenge until the last consequences.

There´s no regress to peaceful end in that planetary cycle, because since long time was
detonated the Final Judgment.
Earth suffers with human unbalances and the Masters with their pupils´indifference.
03. The collective deaths increase for reducing fratricidal battles
Brothers, the blood spilled on the terrestrial Orbe feeds the furious beasts. The precious
liquid absorbed by Mother Earth have its energies sucked by vampiric creatures, it loosens
dense miasmas, emanations of terror from people tumbled under strong violence impact,
liberating pestilential fluids that join and increase the dense and dark mass around the Orbe.
The man endeavours at most to overcome his own inferiority. When he gets, even having
at his front the lighted road to proceed, still weak, he doubts, when faces fear around him.
The collective deaths increase for reducing the fratricidal wave among creatures.
The Armies of Darkness advance and find the suitable human beings to their dominion.
People who didn't get ready well when had several opportunities, now submitted to the
Beasts, in a passive way without forces to repel them.
Poor fellows! They didn't take advantage of millenarian chances ended, when wandered
casual and careless in the astral and physical plan. Now, they pick fruits of careless sowing,
stored by thousands of lives, reincarnations, during a twenty-eight thousand years cycle.
You can´t complain the Divinity, on the contrary, it will charge your disregard and transfer
you to other Orbe of compatible vibration, for painful restart.
You answers for your own happiness or misfortune. It depends on each person,
individually, the responsibilities of his actions seeking the own upgrowth.
Planet Earth will suffer again seismic tremors and changes its geophysical configuration.
As in olden times, to revolve the land aims to eliminate dense and suffocating layers of hard
removeal, incrusted for millenniums; the good usage of new rich land and dispossession of
large part vilely consumed.
The New Land no longer is vilipended,therefore will only be inhabited by God´s Lambs.
Only one people, one nation, one race, is the project that already at final phase, shaped
up for future races of the Orbe.
04. The warning of trumpets
We´d like have taken advantage the opportunities to transmit better the warnings of
trumpets to the material world.
Lowly, we brought some contribution referred to the human evolution on the Earth. (Read:
On the way of the Light, written by Emmanuel, FEB)
We´d like that all our embodied brothers engaged with work, could act like you, deaf to
the ignorants that always inhibit the awakening of undecided souls, and today, the most of
your large work would be reduced and your energy better used.
We congratulate with you and as Jesus´humble Servant we go ahead.
Save Jesus.
Emmanuel
05. Turn on your fire: Faith
While spreads in the air the dense and suffocating cloud of poisonous gases;
While the Darkness runs hard hearts in ignoble actions dirtying the hands with blood;

While pain spreads hardly in your Orbe, give up the primitivity, keeping clean your hearts
and turn on your interior light through the faith, your guide in the dark night of probations.
At once, know that all terrestrial inhabitants live times of selection and, only who keeps his
fire lit and bright can be rescued.
With love
Commander Ashtar Sheram
06. We wish an humanity awoke and soon we´ll be together
Loving brothers, brave warriors.
You endeavour so much, so that can reach the dispersed human beings supplied by
material illusons, the largest truths, which you´re divulging about the Isis´veil.
Since a long time, we work together for your humanity's good. Today, we´re following up
your steps, because yesterday, as imperfect spirits, we had deviated your way.
I and my fleet of extraterrestrials, friends and brothers, in olden times, we gave our great
contribution to destruction of others worlds and, those experiences pointed out us the road of
renouncement and love that upholds our determination in our work today.
Despite of our past mistakes, today we´re here, realizing that they aren´t important now.
Only true love drive hearts towards the light. Therefore, whatever you do moved by force
of sincere love, raise you from inept creatures to brave workers of last hour.
Stand up you paralyzed for fear, inert for faults or parked for ambition. Don´t attach to
anything nor to your imperfections, because only through the detachment you can use them
as propulsory force of your upgrowth.
Come to join us, publishing at most our words.
We need of humanity awoke so that, we can accelerate our presence physically.
It needs to dismystify us as your enemies because the darkness advances
merciless and quickly towards you.
We don't want to disturb more your mental state, even because, if this happened,
everything should be lost, but we need, as soon as possible, to detect in our equipments, the
suitable condition to our materialization among you and stop, even so little, the Beast's march.
Men need understand they aren´t alone and accept well our help at this final of Times.
Clean your hearts of unhappy prejudice. Give us your positive signal that you know we´re
among of you as brothers and guiding your spiritual progress.
Sooner we´ll make to hear us among you.
Commander Ashtar Sheram
07. The falls at this phase now have hard regress
The dense dark cloud involving the Earth, it´s result by thousands of inferior actions and
thoughts, which heavy residues are attracted forming great agglomeration.
The form-thoughts are fed by dark minds of satanic sects, that by a feedback stay alive.
In some points of inferior astral, where happens strong conflicts, the density is larger,
involving the creatures by automatism of weak feelings, dangerous to the Spirit´s growth.
Those black agglomeration drives clouds of heavy vibrations, making easy waste and
absorption of dense fluids. They are dispersed quickly on the whole Planet, becoming the air
suffocating for whom don´t have affinity with a such vibration.

That atmosphere feed all the perverse creatures, bearers of vile actions over the people.
The microorganisms nourish together and later on, invade the material plans provoking an
outbreak of epidemics, because the dense clouds are their foods.
The opening of "inferior portals" set free not only the inhabitants of those spheres, but
also their dense energies spread by the whole atmosphere grouped by magnetic attraction.
For breaking the dense barrier and reach the high vibrations, there ia an extra waste of
energy to embodied and evolved beings. Everything foreseen to present transition process.
Brothers, keep on superior vibration ,so that the connection with Hosts of the Light don't
break, therefore to be redone them, it needs much effort, energy and suffering. In this plase,
the falls have hard return to the road drifted.
Jesus drives everything.
Samuel
08. The bad handling of Forces of the Nature
Even ignoring the occult forces of the nature, the simplest laws of movement and
displacement of particles and energies that uphold in order your Orbe, even so, the scientists
interfered in its dynamic alive.
As consequence, forces extraordinary placed in circulation hardly, due to infantile and
irresponsible usage of energy, they begin a reversion process, in the disorder created by
senseless creatures, they seek ways for returning to the initial order.
Its force has same power of detonation, but return diluted into smaller fractions, according
to the conditions, associated with techniques and equipments available by sidereal engineers.
Along of your history, you couldn´t understand and live together with the simplest laws of
the nature and, even so began to put in risk the usage of forces that, besides of ignoring their
potency, not even tried to understand their operation.
Never more, handle a such energy, as well as you can´t allow a little child turn on the fire.
Your practices refers to your limited understanding about the composition of energy on the
world. Moreover, your mistakes move towards all the directions involving several beings of
different dimensions. Great responsibility will fall over those senseless ones moved by pride,
vanity and selfishness dirting the air, seas and land.
Nour
09. The choice of way is individual
Brothers,
The more the time passes by, the more you stay far from the largest purposes of life.
Where do you intend to arrive?
It´s known that sooner all you´ll loose the simplest privileges acquired for your human
evolutionary condition and, many among you will be behaving as inferior animals, because
you didn't get ready to face the future changes.
Don´t think that will be with weapons or sophisticated equipments that you must suppress
the lack of space, food, water and every luck of difficulties that accompany the great
cataclisms. Only harmonious hearts can face that painful hour.
However, brave hearts need to devote now, to strengten their force and courage so that,
in the future practice their relevant role as solid pillars where new people will be settled down.
Friends, go ahead sure that the Light guides you; Its shine just presents the road, but the
effort of walking is got by each one, according with his own interest of progress.

That choice is individual, as well as the driving of beings, according with their vibration at
times of rescue.
You answers for youself, not for your brothers. However the Law of Love imposes the
commitment of doing them everything that you would like could be done for you.
We greet you on behalf of the Light.
Antar of Allfa and Ômega

CHAPTER 11
THE GARDENERS OF THE SPACE

“Trust always overcomes fear.
Light breaks the darkness.
Prudence guides you all the time.
Faith breaks pain.
Your intuition delimits your steps.
Everywhere you go, work always.
We´re present, because Light is always
present.
Little ones, go ahead confident, always
united by strong faith on the merciful
Father."
Arfat, intraterrestrial of Stelta

01. You´re just little cells composing the Earth´s body
In the past, your minds attached only on survival, supposed to be enough overdue the
forces of the nature. Despite of the great conquests and progress made by human societies,
they didin´t assimilate the man's real dimension before their planetary home.
You´re just little cells composing the Earth´s body and, undoubtly, the whole disorder you
have provoked will hurt yourselves.
Thus, we´re here, in "Caravans of Light" for alerting you about the great risk you run due
to your foolishness. Not only for destroying your terrestrial existence, but also, and mainly,
the risk of compromising that should get to your own karma, acting uncontrolled as guideless
flock in blowout.
You´re light-conscience. Your Divine Sparkle in nothing differentiates of ours. Make it
shine, so that, shining your conscience, you can surpass your prison-time and set free of
traps placed by yourselves.
With love.
Niram, Gardener of the space
02. Rebellion spirits with primitive bodies until respect and love God´s Laws
The poverty and the human suffering are corrective resources from Law to the infractor
spirit, reducing the harmful load that involves his soul.
The moral open wounds in this “End Cycle" aren´t concentrated in only one people nor
only one nation, that could be cauterized by salutary fire. They are yes, dispersed throughout
the Earth and the cauterization is planetary.
The rebels spirits keep primitive bodies until learn respect and love the God´s Laws.
Each creature is a world apart, bearer of all of the resources for own progress, because
nobody is designed for mistake and fall. The deviations are individual choices in the usage of
each being's free will.
This humanity was visited for great and evolved beings in all the times and didin´t
recognize them, or just ignored them, because were so devoted to their own Ego. The
creatures so attached to the rude matter don't want be modified.
The resources are quite many at disposal of that who wants follow new direction. Jesus
delegated you the simplest and easiest: "Love the neighbor as were yourself. Do him what
you wanted he did for you."
Herculanum, Pompei, Sodoma and Gomorra were destroyed at physical plan, though at
astral plan, their moral and spiritual decadence was spread by the whole Orbe.
Many of those souls sacrificed by the fire, rebels, they still live at abysmal plans, handling
the careless earthy minds, in order to follow their steps of decadence.
Some of that time still serve as meal for "beasts" because rebels, they don't accept the
superior truths, staying slaves of the darkness. Others, were already helped, however without
conditions of improvement. Fewer accepted and understood the need of changing, thus they
joined in superior circles in active work of the Army of Light.
03. Earth, laboratory of several seeds walks towards homogenization
At the beginning, the presence of Gardeners on Earth was more constant, intense and
active with the great civilizations and primitive inhabitants, with which had fraternal exchange.

We, Gardeners of the space have transmitted new scientific and moral knowledge that
later on could be divulged by the youth Planet.
However, the intense Force of Darkness involved the embodied ones, including some
gardeners that hesitated to execute their duties.
We stood back quickly. Thenceforth our contact with terraqueous was of commanding,
though the small nuclei, that worked secretly with initiated groups, in small towns, distant of
human people.
We never separated of the earth, we just stayed occult to the human eyes, avid of power,
ephemeral gloriole and dominion on the brother.
Here we´re with this small group by salutary exchange, for welfare of rebels terraqueous,
awakening their consciences for moral progress, throwing them into constructive dynamic of
spiritual ascension.
The man stays in mistakes, without mattering with the fact.
As Gardeners, we take the seeds from earth to other globes, and we´ll throw new seeds
on the land, now seeds of light for new evolutionary pulse to the Planet and its people.
The seedlings brought before from Earth were wild; the new seeds will be of select plants
already developed according with the Christic patterns of universal love.
The current weeds will be thrown as wild enxertia with another of same quality, so that
only in the coexistence with similar vibrations, act ones over the others like purifier, caustic
and transformer agent.
Similar seedlings, spirits of similar vibratory standard, separated into similar blocks, will be
transferred to different planets.
They didn't know how to take advantage of the coexistence with flowers, without
vampirism. Now, they live together only with same specimens.
Earth, laboratory of many seeds, walks towards the homogenization of vibratory
differences in a superior diapason.
Helping you in the selection of seeds that will germinate, not as before, because only
those of best quality stay on the land.
In name of the Generating Force of Life, we work and also say good-bye.
Jesus, the largest God´s representative on the Earth blesses you.
A Gardener of the space
04. The kingdom of evil expands
The explosions of hate and prejudice of brother' against brother, are just activation of
latent feelings of antagonistic races, brought by declined people from others Orbes to Earth,
great barn and Divine Laboratory of many souls. At that time, primitive planet of exile, it had
received those souls that up to now, didn't get to appease and harmonize a such differences.
The kingdom of evil expands because find here fertile land in vitiated and torpids souls.
Earth should be the transformer cradle of exiled, however, became favorable field in order
to spread their unbalances.
No longer will be allowed them to continue this way in their new exile, therefore only the
acquaintanceship with similar beings, of similar vibration can transform them.
They are new salutary chances brought by Father to spirits obstinated in mistakes.
The distribution of exiled leaving the Earth is made by vibratory category, position that the
simplest creatures need to be submitted to the largest painful situations.Through the pain,
they can evaluate the values of life, the present opportunities and complain the chances lost.

As well as the acorn has latent oak that breaks the earthy rudeness and throws into the
light, there´s also in each latent sparkle, inwardly, the light of the creation, that will germinate
in due time. All the sparkles created, some day, become Light and disperse happy on
everything created by our Father.
The time of trajectory, the moment of drought and planting are determined by each one.
We followed up the bloom of each seed that some day was planted here, and now we
follow them germinating in other orbes until become Sowers of the Light.
A Gardener of the Space
05. Activate the main force of life, the eternal Fire
In the course of evolutionary earthy journay, developed countless lives. All of them were
prepared minutely in the spiritual surroundings, without competition with terrestrial ones.
Many of forged beings, brought as divine essence for living on the Earth, they were
shaped up and constituted able to continue their evolutionary trajectory.
Unimaginable forces still unknown, resultants of chemical combinations and physical
reactions cross "parallel universes" and exchange with those operated in your Orbe.
As well as those unknown forces are straightly united with forces and earthy energies,
your Orbe also is united with others Orbes and systems at several dimensions, not only of
yours. Thus all and any alteration in the natural flow of events means serious situation, putting
in alert the Forces and Intergalactic Troops.
In his evolutionary trajectory, nobody can desistablish forces of the universal dynamic.
Any cell of your body, in normal conditions of health, never can get sick without
happens before antibodies that avoid installation and expansion of such disease.
Then, it isn´t difficult you understand that as little cell of universal body, your Orbe,
became sick by insanity of your minds and thus, must suffer necessary intervention
through the "cleaner agents” from Armies of the Light. From high spheres comes the
powerful medicine for cleaning up, preparing a beautiful and promising convalescence.
Nothing, besides of effective medicinal dose can be applied to you and your Orbe, that
always depend on the size and dissemination of tissue affected by unhealthy disaggregation.
Each human creature means a little atom seeking long stability, that can only be found
when realize that he isn´t alone. Then, what he seeks only can be found, when are united the
forces that he brings inwardly, in latent apprenticeship.
Activate the main force of life, the eternal fire, so that you can walk by defined direction
towards the Light. The future is the upgrowth. To struggle against it means delay of yours e
inevitable renewal.
We hope that the knowhow got during thousands of years, can be useful as wise advices
pointing out the future direction.
Brothers, think about these words, so that you don´t take quick or prejudice conclusions.
Seek in silence by the personal and untransferable meditation, the connection with Divine
Wisdom that speaks to your spirit today, what on that moment, we speak this Group of Work
- GESH - that welcome us through the mediumistic manifestation.
Later on, by usage of your freedom granted by the Father, Creator Uncreated, take your
decision and go ahead.
The Harmonical energies of the Universe await that.
Save brothers.
Noorian, Inhabitant of Lug-Harisox, gardener of the space

06. Awake men! Evolution calls you!
Disturbed by suffering, the creatures abandon their commitments in the superior plans,
contributing so much to aggravation of events invitable spread on the terrestrial people.
It needs to gather forces, so that the awoke Workers of the Light can help them at most,
with explanation and elucidation of doubts of whom walk unballanced, dashing here and
there, without however can distinguish what hurts their soul and body.
Surely, nor all can understand and reach the suitable degrees of ascension and also
transport to our ships. However, the Christic duty invite us to constant work, until everybody
or even many reach vibratory levels, essencial to upkeep and balance of forces in interior of
the ships or intraterrestrial cities where they go, as you already know through the countless
messages arrived to you.
Such as others groups contacted for us, it´s right that you already make public so much
the communications received. Nevertheless, it needs to improve it, with a view to awake the
creatures to meditation and modify themselves through the own will.
We come to explain some doubts, not only yours, but brought by the humanity's collective
unconscious and thence prepare you for expressing them through the questions which we´re
at your disposal to answer them.
Q – We wonder more explanations about the three blackout days. When will we cross the
dust of gases? How will it happens and why?
A – As a matter of fact, the thick and intense layer of negativity must appear in the matter.
It was created by obsessive and violent behavior of many beings that have been here and
many that still stay here. They enter in immediate syntony with it, giving flow to the instincts
and passion that subdue their hearts. Only those elevated above the vibratory syntony of
disturbed hate and violent passion can be safe of a such disastrous influence. Materialized as
gases, it´ll cover again the whole Orbe stanching the natural irradiation of the sun and reach
the terrestrial crust, cleaning up its surface as habitual.
Nothing that attack you is created by Superior Spirituality as punitive action due to your
faults,but just the perfect application of the Law of action and reaction that follows you, as well
as everybody in favorable apprenticeship for that. What belongs to you, doesn't come from
outside, but as return after long period of providential removal, whose objective was only to
preserve you a little more, besides of the time established for your own ascension.
As well as you, many of our friends have already faced moments of transition, where pain
and suffering invaded our souls, as instants of intense apprehension of the Largest Laws.
It needs to publish, so that many or the main make public the reality about the current
events and don't let be illuded by little progress and conquests gotten.
It´s time of union and unification among of men. Only through the uniformity can give them
the previous condition for understanding and acceptance of a such phenomena, that will
attack strongly your Planet and all the humanity.
Awake men! Evolution calls you!
Awake while there is time and walk free its direction, before its force superior to yours, pull
you from inertia and force you to walk.
We hope that Peace of the Mister of the worlds involve you on that hour.
I leave you in name of the light and master Jesus' aegis. Your Brother and friend,
Commander Yury

CHAPTER 12
THE TWILIGHT OF THE EARTH

Brothers of mine, run against the time, but
this is implacable and only the true devotion
to the largest Laws allow you to see above
the rough human vision.
Through the vassels of water,
Scenes I have seen,
Described to the men
In verses I made them
However skeptics
They ignore everything
Not that the blind men didn't see what I
have seen
It´s difficult them understand
That must change themselves.
Nostradamus

01. Powerful minds at service of the Evil
I see a face with released skin. After some time, it changes all the person's features,
and I hear somebody say: "trunk cells able to recreate any organ."
The scene happens in a laboratory of Reptilians, where there are human people with
their open bodies. Men, women and children are taken to genetic experiences, anesthetized
or hypnotized. The human organs were created and adapted to those people, in order to test
their operation.
Afterwards, I could see a big hospital, which one surgery room had a patient had his
liver transplanted. The professionals were reptilians, scientists, materialized as human ones.
They entered in the hospital holding a square silver box and delivered the liver, already
genetically altered. I hear somebody saying that the receiver would suffer interference in their
genes and monitored by darkness beings. When Reptilians were leaving the hospital, arrives
the liver that originally should be transplanted. They receive it as they took part of the
transplant team and afterwards disappeared with the liver. The hospital is in England or Italy,
I couldn´t identify which country was.
Frightened with everything I had seen, so much audacity and coldness, the following
communication arrived:
- The Planet lives favorable moment for Reptilianos accomplish once again their project of
manifesting on the surface and overdue it. The human minds help the disastrous project,
spilling on the atmosphere, the acid of feelings and inferior actions that so much make easy
them to increase and multiply.
Once again, the last time appears the Dragons in this Orbe. It doesn´t late the Enough
Hour, because in all of the planetary quadrants, at physical and astral plans have dangerous
saturation of harmful energy. If didn´t have the Father's Force and the humanity's weak
structures, they would have broken and the "uncontrolled nature" had already banished the
man from Earth.
Sisters, work with courage, love and faith, with a view to reduce the dangerous and
harmful effects of the evil on the Planet and its inhabitants.
I asked the brother about the clairvoyance and he answered:
- The images showed are real facts that happen since long time in earthy underworlds.
The intention is of vulgarizing the humans' genetic transformation, so that can conclude
researches that uphold the performance and survival of Dragons in physical matter.
They´re powerful minds at service of the evil.
Save Jesus.
Commander Setun Shenar/Vice of Commander Ashtar
02. You can´t stop the march of devastation
Brother, don't let be illued by material world.
Your fear for facing the hard reality presented now, forces your minds seek devices of
evasion the current reality.
However, with a minute analysis, you can realize that the subjects we brought for you
aren´t non-sense about the terrible events devastating your Orbe.
Deep changes in the planetary synergy provoke climatical changes and regency of wind,
sweeping the surface of the Planet through the abrupt manifestations.

So much wind are born and dematerialized by our teams through the potent machines
developed for helping your people.
Unexpected heat is generated in the earthy nucleous and impelled by small explosions.
Addressed to the surface, our ships transport them to oceanic areas that reduce so much the
heat tenor and pressure.
While we´re working, we look after your minds when we intend to explain you urgently
about the vulgar behaviors that should be changed to superior ones.
When we refer to the superiority of thoughts, words and actions is due to the vibratory
frequency of energy incited by vulgar behaviors, therefore even your science already begins
to remove the veil collector of invisible realities of life.
However, those little conquests and natural progress of groups and individualized minds,
tuned to the superior strips, they illude the people making them believe that they´re immune
against of all evident and crescent transformations.
Don´t let be illuded by false hope, for fear of facing your present reality. You´re creatures
at final phase of evolutionary planetary cycle and moved by fear or courage, illusion or
reality, you are already in rescue process and planetary transition.
Bear in mind that the little progress and conquests gotten by your society can´t stop the
long march of degradation of your civilization. Before yes, serve for invigoration and
understanding of your angelical nature that shall be searched and developed, not just as
individualized objective of life, but as collective project of peaceful and loving coexistence.
While using illusion to interpret the event that spill so much on your consciences, you are
postponing the moment of crossing the liberating and ascencional portals of your souls.
You´re moving away of our rescue ships that already involve and follow up many people,
adapting vibratory force to our frequency strips and vibration.
Here it is the message that I bring you, as commander of rescue troops.
It isn´t enough to move away you of the "evil" keeping faith on the "good." It needs to
improve your energy by clean essence of the good, in order to ascend graduations possible to
be accessed and reached.
You can´t stop the march of devastation. The armies of darkness, quite many soldiers,
move forward subdued by powerful minds. To offer resistance or childly try to face them
means to determine to the own spirit the bankruptcy of purposes.
This moment demands strong decisions by awoke minds watered by effective hands.
It doesn´t matter your choises, we´re with you, but we wish to perform the will of the
Largest commander that is to reduce at most, the number of our brothers to the exile, where
new evolutionary cycle begins.
The crescent number of compulsory reincarnations now impedes that the superior spirits
can penetrate the physical space of the matter, because it needs that many hated spirits have
a redemption chance.
The most evolved spirits, including many Extras and Intratras are among of you anchoring
superior energies, by thoughts and ideas brought of superior worlds where they began.
However, it´s larger the number have nothing to lose, according with their vulgar
understanding, they devote to passions as never before, influenced by vile inferior forces
which intend to overdue this Orbe.
Q - Could your brother give us a sign of danger and arrival of the disturbed transition?
A – Pay attention to the Leader of the Catholic Church, because as soon as he falls, the
forces will be at most unbalanced in the Planet, all surrounded by the darkness.

Far from here, however near through the displacement of "light-thought" we travel with
you, as allowed us, keeping the balance of forces that uphold the awakening and opportunity
of cleaning up, able to disperse the load of suffering which you shall face in the future.
The more it cleans the crust, smaller the number of patients subduing the extraplanetary
spaces and larger the number of aware minds and, when less beings manipulated live
together with you on the physical surface of the Planet.
Greetings in name of the Light. May Peace involve you.
Commander Yuri
03. The hard work
We bring informations necessary to the achievement of your work.
It needs everybody involved in Christ's Labor and in redemption of that Planet, and be
aware about the events in the occult and inferior side of that crowd on the surface.
There´re a type of active beings in this Orbe called reptilians, arrived from other Orbes,
countless times declined of several Planets, where they had several opportunities of work and
evolution, but unhappily didn't reach at least moral progress. They take advantage of the
energy of decadence of final of civilizations and intend to subdue this Planet. They are good
at advanced technology, cybernetics, atomic energy and genetic mutations.
They know well the natural science and can advance technologically quickly, bringing lots
of news able to fascinate the majority incautious beings, who want just technical and material
evolution but don´t have enough moral evolution for giving up the immoderate ambition and
tireless search of power.
Among that humanity that inhabit the surface, there´re several open wounds, through
which enter like worms and looking over the several quadrants that overdue this Planet. Since
some time, there are closed contracts made with several powerful countries.
At the beginning, they tried more and more to overdue the Orbe through the war, political
and financial power. However, from certain moment, those beings advanced so much on the
genetics field and atomic energy.
Men of the surface, leaders of several people, they made an alliance and are refrained by
negative beings, just wanting power and dominion. But comes the hour of interrupting this
performance quickly, because there´s a general danger that advances to a such point, you
can´t at least imagine. There´re creations of true monsters without any evolved evolution
and spiritual life; there was also creation of machines of dematerialization so powerful, able to
destroy the Planet Earth and the whole solar system too.
There´s a limit imposed by GFBU - Great Universal White Fraternity that must be
respected, at any rate. There´s a deep and serious work in that sense.
The Fraternity asks their servants detachment, deep moral evolution of quite integration to
the work, standing in a such level not reached by those beings, and also stay vibrating in a
strip that can be used during the sleep, for tasks and battles.
Brothers, awake to this hard moment. You know well, the world as a whole don´t have
interest on superior evolutionary work. Men taken by material illusion stand blind and just
want material wealth. The awakening of those Souls is an arduous service. We need your
own dedication and constant efforts in the sense of self upgrowth as embodied spirits and
thence, you can make easy the arrival of spiritual energies. Keep on faith and trust. Now,
more than ever, it´s necessary so much devotion to the work.
Through the projection, here speaks your brother Setun Shenar. Any question?
Q – Are there others groups of negative beings working?

A – There´re several groups. It´s necessary to mention those specific beings due their
direct influence on your science and technology. The´re countless groups, including their
followers that work and want somehow to suck any energy remained of that humanity's ruins.
Keep open your minds, to notice that the decadence of those people of the surface is like
a wound attracting countless insects, that want sucking remains of this terrible wound.
Thence, there´s no other way besides of great suffering to begin the redemption. You were
well trained for attitudes that shall be taken hereafter.
Brothers keep attentive and vigilant.
Earth is without superior energies. It´s hardly difficult the arrival of superior energies to
this Planet. There´s much efforts, so that we can communicate and bring informations.
Meetings of people are necessary so that little messages can be emitted. Know that whatever
is possible is done in the superior sphere to keep united Egregory Grupal, so it´s done, but
also it´s necessary larger individual effort.
May the Light be with you and never lack us faith and perseverance. Brothers, we ask
you: give a step towards the High, thus, the superior Energies will walk miles and miles
towards you. Keep open, because your humanity needs you.
If you could have a glimpse about the planetary situation, nothing else would be more
important than the Spiritual Way.
Setun Shenar,
Commander substitute of the Great Ashtar Sheram, 12/03/99
04. I´m Mister of the World of probations
I began hearing strange, husky, serious and horrendous sounds. A metallic voice,
distorted seemed so distant of my mind, emerging clear thoughts. But sure about protection
received during those works, I left my thoughts flow freely and I took notes of that I heard.
“Disturbed minds stand in your way for diving your feet in the mud.
Never, they stop us. My armies will stop the infamous creatures, weak snails that we can
squeeze easily."
At this moment, that criature look towards the sky as talked with our Instructors:
"It´s so much pretension to think that can fight with me. You don't have courage of going
down here, thus send "those things" to disturb me. Cowards! Stealing behind those short and
fewer women. (we´re six women in GESH).
They´ll be destroyed as worms, squeezed on the grass, treated harshly as grapes and
later on I will drink the blood like a good wine. Cowards! Come to face me!
Appear! Why can´t I see you?
Say that you´re afraid of me and recognize my power.
I became Mister of the world of probation that you have created.
Do you think the mankind broke their transformation with drops of light of yours?
No, they dived into the fetid swamp that we created to them, full with happy tasting
delicacies of the material world.
Go away now and let us run this world by ourselves. If you agree, your pupils go away
save and sound, otherwise, they all must feel the weight of my paw on their heads
He turns back again to our group:
"Leave us. Don't advance one more step in our territory, unless a great war starts on the
Earth and, no longer there will be peace anywhere, all those who dare face us are squeezed
and every light will succumb by force of darkness.

The darkness doesn't invade the light, but can suffocate it until its death or to annihilation.
Weak creatures! Nothing you can do against my empire, I´m the Demon that so much
fears the humanity, until the more religious ones shakes only of thinking on my existence.
“Devas ritus with falacy. Stand back or will perish."
On that moment, he starts speaking with his disciples in the cave where they live.
"My emissaries, I order you to go ahead. Delivery them my message and don't leave
doubts about what I say: they stand back and stop their crazy march or will perish painfully.
The Dragon.
05. Fear spreads on the Earth
Brothers, much Peace for you!
I bring you greetings from Stars.
Here is your friend Yuri speaking.
We come to alert you that double efforts are necessary, because the nocturnal battles
become stronger.
Many beings, before were arrested inside of the Planet, they are free now. The present
cleaning up allows free circulation of those beings, from abysmal areas to terrestrial surface.
According with difficulties foreseen that already began among men, those beings will have
larger influence on their embodied representatives, inciting and dispersing horror among men.
We hope that your minds and hearts be strong in the purpose to the good, and sure about
the "Planetary Rescue" lived by this humanity.
A lot of creatures won't understand, many will have their minds between present and past,
others lose the lucidity of thoughts and sanity of their minds.
Fear will spread on the Earth and uncertainties will disseminate panic and affliction
everywhere. On that hour, the "profiteers" try at any rate take advantage of the false pleasure
and satisfaction, once they think to be privileged. All care and attention are necessary.
We don't bring you a such information for mining your energies nor spreading
discouragement among you, but explanation that helps the work, becoming it more effective
for the Good.
To you, group of Work, we address our best wishes of good and renewer work. We invest
on you balanced forces from "superior Spheres" so that, you can withstand the strongest
magnetic waves of the evil spread by the whole world.
Forward! Work! Spread hope and certainty of victory of the Good over the Evil, Light over
the darkness, because besides of harder, longer and cruel are the battles, the final victory will
be of the Good and of the Light.
Keep that certainty among you.
Save Master Jesus.
Yury, Commander of the Planet Patrols
and troops of Planetary Rescue, 01/06/01.

CHAPTER 13
SEPARATION BETWEEN SHEEPS AND WOLVES

"... Innocent will be rescued, debtors will
pay, when the world see perplexed the
neighbor's pain, rethinking if it does worth to
continue the conflict, inciting so much pain.
Then, Peace or War will be thrown to the
terrestrial humanity.
Terraqueous, terrestrial men, may your
hearts shout for peace!
Humanity, ask pardon for your mistakes.
Humanity, don't choose again Barrabas,
because if you do that, will be set free the
Beasts of the Apocalypse.
Thus conluded: Only one people, without
limits nor borders. Thus the fraternal and
future humanity must be constituted.
Nefertiti, Queen of Old Egypt.

01. The way of helping
Save warriors of the Light!
Welcome on behalf of God!
Once again we´re among you.
Q - Are you brother Yuri?
A - Yes. I came to explain some subjects.
Q - We´re so happy. Since a long time we weren´t favored with your loving presence.
A - I performed others tasks, but I was always with you through my thoughts.
Q - Thanks to the Father! We´re so happy !
Your incredulous humanity fall in traps, in the attempt of demoralizing the extraterrestrial
minds present in the Planet. It´s important so that all of the work groups under commander
Ashtar Sheram's orders, can explain and publish, not allowing that wrong ideas settle down
nor be disseminated in those hearts, still on the way to understanding about the fraternity
among the inhabitants of the Universe.
The attempts are born from petrified hearts, daring to stain our mission with this humanity.
It´s sure that were born before in dark hearts, far from Light, desirous of spreading fear and
discord, inciting the imprudent man to forge his trials of a possible passage of negative
extraterrestrials in your Planet. The rumor is non-sense, because since a long time, the
earthy portals are closed to the intruders of any category. Don't allow them go ahead. It
depends on you, Messengers of the Light, to explain to the incautious ones and to strengthen
faith on the weakest ones. The order is to preserve, besides of attempts done for destroying
ideas of fraternity, love and helping that we trying to implant, in order to prepare this humanity
for facing the cataclysms of natural order that the Planet Earth will face sooner.
It needs welcome us in your hearts so that we can help you. This is the main condition.
Without Light, besides of all our love for you, we can do nothing if you avoid us, and our
action plan can´t reach you. If in your hearts there isn´t at least a single sparkle enough to
open the way of helping, our plan doesn´t work. Sister, any question?
Q – We wonder, if possible, about the future events. Will the worst phase happen on
second semester of 1999?
(here there was a problem with the tape recorder and a lot of words were lost).
... The heavy and negative vibrations in these places of human concentration, such as:
prisons, institutions of children's recovery and adolescents, will give you the main signs.
These places will explode as true bombs. Violence waves and pain will spread uncontrollable
for your society. Attention to those signs.
Q – Brother, we already live this time. Every day, happens rebellions in prisons or
detention houses, murders isolated or collective, bad habits of all types, violent passions and
heavy works of black magic, leave trails of pain , despair and revolt largely. Thus, we believe
that the passage of the Intruding Star is closer. Do you think so?
A – I respect your remarks so attentive about the reality as a whole, and I affirm you, with
all authority granted me, that, what you live today in this Planet, it´s only the beginning. No
longer those violent souls will be controlled in the prisions by your police.They´ll be among
you, in the day by day spread by the terrestrial surface, like animals searching their preys.
Nowadays, they already live with you, however still invisible, though on that moment
spoken will arrive the hour of separation between the wheat and the tares. On that moment
no longer will be bearable the acquaintanceship among beings of several vibrations. That´s
the time when we must act. That´s the hour of the rescue!... When we´ll be physically present,

in the way possible, for reaching all the ransomable. At this time, my brothers, don't worry and
don't darken your hearts for fear, attachment and doubts, because there won't be time to
solve them. There will be time, yes, just to rescue those ransomable.
The moment is serious, thus concern us to explain everybody, believe or not, for later
don´t complain that weren´t informed, so that in due moment, be prepared for receive us.
Everything will happen too fast!...
Stay involved with God´s Peace.
Yury,Commander of the Planet Patrols
and troops of Planetary Rescue, 03/10/97.
02. Nothing will be as before
A terrible terror wave approaches of the Earth.
Terror and despair spread among of men. Nothing will be as before.
Waves and violent bombs will explode on the earth, invading the cities.
Troops of the bad and wild creatures appear, attracted through the magnetism of
Hercolubus (Intruder Planet=Cleaner Star=Absinth). Its presence will incite the embodied
man´s bad instincts and these ones inked by hate and heavy vibrations of their own primary
spirits, they will be swallowed by violence, cruelty and pain of those unhappy brothers.
Many will believe that the end of human existence arrived on the Earth.
The ethics codes and respect on human rights no longer will be observed by people
guided by wild animal of the astral.
Terror and hate will devastate the Earth.
Revenge attract revenge and hate will attracts hate. For many, will be the hell so spoken
and frightened. Though, the disciple observer of master Jesus' Laws realizes that arrives the
beginning of a New Era. They´ll be quite involved by Divine Light and linked with it, according
with their will, as well as the vibration choice to which want to belong.
May your faith on the Father's purposes never ends, even before the worst atrocities.
Bear in mind, forever, that the matter is receiver of pains and sufferings that wash the
spirit, cleaning up his impureness.
Then pain become unbearable around you, get back to the Father's House, that is your
own heart and devote your life to God and everything else become clear and alive for you.
The understanding only comes after the events. During the period you´ll be dived in pain
and merciless suffering, that will sweeped the surface of Planet Earth. Keep your mind
connected to the Mister of the Universes and he helps you in your road.
And always remember to offer your hands to those around you, doesn´t matter whoever,
if he is your consaguine brother, relative, close friend or other any other person. Surely
somebody are bound for helping your dear brothers
Endeavour not to understand what will happen, only address your energy ahead involved
by high vibration of faith, trust, courage and charity.
Love always. Work all you can and keep vibrations towards the High.
Yury, Commander of the Planet Patrols
And troops of Planetary Rescue, 28/09/98

CHAPTER 14
DAWN OF NEW TIMES

Seek on the Earth so many values, while
love is indicated as the only able to calm
down suffered souls.
As a matter of fact, Love contains all the
other virtues, because converges the
benefits in high frequencies of values.
Approval of the soul, love everything and to
it , all of the wills are accomplished.
The alive presence of Father God is with
you.
You´re blessed creatures! We belong to
him, an individualized part and we return to
him in unit of fraternal love addressed us by
the Messengers of Light”
.
Ariadne, Being of Venus

01. I ´m life, comes safe by doors of sublime revelations.
Loving brothers,
I have been with you, offering Light of transformer Love and you didn´t recognize me.
I´m always everywhere on this Planet, watering with same sublime love your souls
deviated and even so, you don't recognize me.
You move as mad ones among of modifications that quickly transfigure that scenery, for
you execute your function as redeemed ones, however changes the sublime lines and
remove their vital forces. Once again, you ignore the infallibility of the Laws that govern the
Universe that will throw you into the darkness of your numbed and sterile minds.
This or that faith of yours, aren´t enough for awakening you. Keep on courage and give up
all those things useless that only limit your regress to the Father's House.
Pay attention to whatever can help your angelical ascese. You´re created for that, and to
the Father belongs your Divine Sparkle and towards him you walk.
Come to me and through the white clouds you´ll travel and see storm forged with the
human foolishness.
At the end of that trip, you´ll keep my words, once that I speak to your heart. Keep tame
and love each other, because only this way, you can find the lost road of your evolution.
I´m the Road, go through me and find Peace.
I´ the Truth, come to me and you can have the answers which you look for.
I´m Life, enter safe through the doors of the most sublime revelations, and you can see
that everywhere expands bunches of pure light.
Nobody go to the Father except through me. I´m in his way, if you wish to reach the High
through the stairway of Christic Love.
Devote thanks to the Hhigh that command an army of your brothers called as Extras and
Intraterrestrials, considered my children, loving brothers, as well as you are in the difficult
moments. They offer you their loving hands for you. Reach that generous offering where
you´ll find the renovating pulse that you need.
Love, sublime road to the creatures' redemption.
Brothers, love each other.
Sananda
02. The Great Avatar wasn´t recognized
Each one absorbs and takes advantage of the opportunity within their limits, but
everybody can get in touch with the illuminated Being and be transformed.
While the Magnanimous travels the streets and his Divine Breath, he spreads healings
and and explanations. All who are touched and share with his ideas, can state again the
promises of changes. But, when arrives the tragic end of Golghota, many are disappointed
and rebel against of Divine Forces, staying disturbed before the chaos. Poor fellows! Who
kept in mind, an end of ephemeral glories to Divine Master and his disciples.
The humanity walk slowly.
He stays long time admiring himself and loses opportunities of readjustment with the Law.
Thence, he continues in new cycle of incarnation, for arduous refinement, until appears new
opportunity and set him free of his inferiority.
The karma got by the local people, due to Jesus' murder didn't happen in the sense of
cause and effect. Jesus forgave his imprevident sheeps. However, the conscience of all the
creatures that with him have trod the same roads, it had been marked as red-hot iron.

Remorse, regret and pain through the centuries, for having made difficult their steps,
putting immense blocks of hate, revenge, vanity and pride, dispute and death.
The conscience in fire, blames the creatures who didn´t recognize the Great Avatar and
with him traveled the path and haven´t devoted to his tame yoke.
Rome stays unbeaten, until that pride, moral decadence, dominion and enslavement of
other people provokes them the extemporaneous fall known.
03. Jesus, the highest God´s energy on the world.
The humanity continues careless on their own progress.
The spirits take turns between the material and astral plans, but refuse to awake
consciences and see that only the Father is the link among of all the creatures as sisters, and
his Laws are the only road of freedom.
The creatures stand unbalanced and painful, under illusions of evolutionist magic of the
smallest effort.
Jesus is the Road, Truth and Life, and only following his loving steps, pardon, fraternal
and disinterested work get the flight of freedom, finishing the cycle of painful reincarnations.
Jesus is the highest God´s energy arrived on the world.
All the terrestrial Spirits, in majority of several plans, they were touched by his blessed
Light, without at least have recognized him. His powerful energy detonated several process
of awakening of consciences in the abysmal subplans.
His energy melted with earthy energy transfiguring him.
On the Earth, Jesus is the liberating mark of the souls declined.
There´s always a civilization in evidence in your humanity's history. If this or that race has
larger development than the others ones, according with the Largest Program, it should help
the weakest in the karmic adjustment of each one. If it falls, it´s due so much pride, becoming
executioner of others brothers and victim of himself.
Glimpse only one people, one nation, one race, fix your thoughts and you can see shaped
up in reality the New Earth at Peace.
04. Today we work in his name
How many disagreements we lived on those times!...
Hardly we learned and it wasn´t worst, because the Sublime Love redeemed us of infantile
misunderstandings and to him we devoted our lives.
Come you too, brothers to his side for your redemption journay. By working, you set free
of the weight of mistakes, and then thank for his purifier and liberating Light.
Today we work in his name, sure of his superior presence.
Peace always.
Mathew
05. Only He is salvation
Vile creatures, be sorry for fighting uselessly against the eternal truths.
There´s only a Master called Jesus.
There´s only a life source that is his Loving Heart.
Give up the darkness and go ahead courageously to the illuminated sky.
Calm down your unhappy souls and recognize that only in him lives your salvation.

So it´s and will be.
John Baptist
06. Everything go away except the Light of New Times
I saw a big eagle that, when landing, shaped up commander Ashtar Sheram form, but in
Arcanjo Miguel's apparel. In his hands had a big sword of light like that of medieval combats.
In front of him, there were several workers of the Light, from several parts of the world. He
began speaking to everybody, divided into groups, through a communication like
s imultaneous transmission.
In certain moment of his speech, others swords appeared in his hands, now larger and
more luminous than those habitually used in our combats.
He spoke:
Peace in all of the quadrants!
Peace in your hearts!
Dear friends, the inevitable approaches quickly.
Fearless, you reached this point of the journay fighting bravely. While struggling, took
strategy lessons, disguisements and combats with the more qualified Spiritualistic Instructors.
While learning, you saw to soften the hard crusts of imperfections covering your virtues
natural, beautiful inheritance of your paternal origin.
Now you´re prepared to new work. New probations will interpose between you and your
task and you´ll be called every minute, by an unexpected way, to give testimony about the
modifications processed along of your preparation. With you follow Christ's Mark, love of all of
us and the certainty of victory.
Face courageously each enemy that assault you individually. Without mercy and with sure
touch of compassion on their petrified hearts. That´s the only chance to awake them.
And when the duty calls you for facing the Christian of the Beast of Apocalypse that lives
on the Earth, go ahead courageously sure that we are beside you.
May your hands uphold with simplicity, humility and love, the Sword of Light that you
receive today. It keeps the bright gotten during several personal battles that you have facing
and, it will be added the brightness irradiated by the coming conquests.
Detachment, humility, pardon and love to the neighbor is the passport to victory comes.
Dry the tears and never be discourged. From everything that happens on the Earth, stays
the truth of the light of "New Times”, and the present pain will be just a memory of the past of
ignorance and darkness.
Much Peace for you!
Ashtar Sheram, Commander of Stellar Troops
at service of Planetary Transition on the Earth.

CHAPTER 15
PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE

"So many clamors for helping, resulted in
the Largest Plan of Planetary Rescue.
Receive of what sooner will be your destiny
and begin to build a happier future."
Rama Schaim

01. Even invisible, we´re present
Your inexplicable nostalgia that invades you sometimes, moving your thoughts to olden
times, it means that your spirits can already notice us and remember their origins.
We´re present, however invisible to your material eyes, we´ll stay with you until the end.
We´ll do our utmost on everything for helping your painful crossing.
By same way, with same dedication you must withstand to the appeals of inferior feelings
and interposing quickly:
To the fear, courage.
To the despair, calm.
To the sadness, happiness.
To the discouragement, hope and edifying work.
To the nostalgia, certainty of happy encounter after the hard passage.
We greet you in name of the Light!
Commander Ashtar Sheram
02. The unexpected Future
At the begining of our meditation, my mind was driven to the future. I saw myself arriving
in our Spiritualistic House GESJ, where my companion made a lecture. The house was
crowded, with no empty chair and the people heard sincerely.
After some time, a man stand up at the right side asked: Why nobody (refers to the
Government or Churches) didn´t inform us before about everything would happen?
Then a companion answered him that, since long decades, those messages were already
divulged among the human ones, but fewer gave them credit.
Afterwards, other question came from left side, a woman stand up with a child said: and
our children, what happens with them front that chaos? Again the companion patiently
explained that the messages were published at our House since long time ago.
Other question from back side, a man wonder when would be end everything.
Then my glance was addressed to the streets of our city Victory. While that group in the
Spiriualistic House heard the explanations, seeking lenitive to their pains, so much violence
happened in the streets, where gangs and vandals had invaded them. The scenery was
desolator.The frightened people refused go out. There was fear and violence everywhere.
I tried to know which year was that, but it wasn´t allowed me.
Somebody said that Margarida, our leader, no longer was with us.
Now, the scenario returned to our group GESJ and the time seemed advanced. That time
our Spiritualistic House was overcrowd, people sat down on the ground and also many
standing up. Downstairs there was great number of people too. These ones were so anxious,
without conditions to attend the lecture, thus were assisted individually. Other loving sisters
organized that service, offering water to the people and talking in the sense of calming them
down and thence receive help from High. A lot of people stood in despair attitude.
Maybe due to overcrowd and state of affliction of them, the ambiance was so dense.
Everything was under control, however the atmosphere had lost its habitual serenity.
The people didn't get self control, in many cases despair, fear and affliction took the
most, generating an ambiance of imminent danger, as well as a crowd was ready to rush out.
Then I saw Margarida arriving at astral, dressed in a body and had her silver armor. Her
appearance was still that of the last incarnation, but now she seemed younger and had her
hair cut too short, what presented her firm lines and rstrong personality.

With the sword in the hand, she stopped and was observing the movement of the house
for some time; later on, she lifted up the sword and said words which I didn´t understand.
From her hand and mouth set off a magnetic wave of strong impact on the embodied ones
that were at most agitation. Without understanding why, they sat down and became calmer,
as were contained by invisible hands.
03. No longer a conscience runs you
Sisters, that projection means a preparatory lesson and effort for reaching the condition of
Jesus´ servants.
At due moment, each one of you will be invited by the imperative events to act, according
with your conscience. There won't be a conscience runs you and driving the work as habitual.
Your consciences united with us that must serve to larger purposes, helping, publishing,
guiding and looking after those who didn't get ready for facing the bitter hours (refers to
Margarida's regress to spiritual plan).
Individually, you are well trained to that hour. The contest daily and the events that reach
your physical existence have been selected, with a view to demand you the blooming of your
interior forces which need imerge to the surface and put in operation in the Master's road.
All you, accompanied closely, are cared by superior Masters, devoted to the work of
preparing you for that task.
Keep on faith and humility.
Keep perseverant on the purpose of upgrowth and work to the neighbor. Anything will lack
you, therefore we´ll help so much. That´s our Christian task. The more unprepared there is,
the more we must prepare, through the fraternal effort for driving the largest number possible
of brothers to intermediate Planets of reception, avoiding exile in mass of terrestrial crowd.
God shines your steps!
Jesus floods your hearth with his love!
Ramatis strengthens your will and courage!
I´ll be with with you, keeping the Unit of Egregory of the House, constituted by Margarida´s
force and mental energy.
So I was and I´ll be until everything is accomplished.
Much Peace among you
Shama Hare
04. Hard times come
I see GESJ in the future. There were a lot of people over there, divided into groups placed
in rooms with chairs and also seating on the ground receiving orientations. The ambiance was
so dense with people frightened and unbalanced.
The room of spiritual healing was closed. In the room of disobsession work, the upper end
of the table was empty, where sat down the leader, now already dead. The mediumistical
consultations were gave up, because the demand overcame our service capacity and there
was quite chaos: so much fear about the events.
The work made in the room of disobsession were those items already established (see
note below) , in response to request of the Spiritualistic Team for clearance of the astral.
In the astral plan of the group, the number of unbalanced spirits was larger than the
embodied in the same conditions arrived there in, and were assisted by workers in two life
plans. In the physical, we accomplished mediumistic sessions every day in collective benefit.

Again, returning that moment we had lived, I saw Margarida looked after by doctors of
Orion. They worked for joining or alignment of other bodies, for balancing of her sick physical
body. Only the superior mental body stood away, helping the doctors in that ususual task.
Spiritualistic medium
Note: The items established by the House, which should be visited by our team ofspiritual helping
comprises the following: reformatories, Houses of Detention, Prisons, Slums, Indigenous Areas,
Schools, Hospitals, Africa, Areas of Conflict and Catastrophes as a whole.

05. The rescue will be so fast
Jesus' Shelter Servants - ASJ – are prepared for receiving and shelter a lot of people after
the blackout days. And also to help and drive those that deserve go to underground world.
ASJ is a "Portal of Access" to some helped in cities intras and to Ships of Rescue too.
Not only those sheltered here are driven to intraterrestrial world, but also some survivors
groups will be brought by their guides and spiritualistic instructors, so that can transpose the
portals of helping, before the end.
The time of rescue will be so fast. For materialization of extraterrestrial ships on the
earthy will be used "portals" like this of ASJ. Everything is already quite drifted. There won't
be mistakes by the side of superiors.
We hope that each one know, as soon as possible, his right or left position beside Christ,
because everything will happen so fast and there won't be time for quick vibratory change.
You had more than the necessary time to define as sincere Christian and the vibratory
strip compatible with your choices.
The warnings were many, however your inertia and foolishness don´t leave you to see
them and, your pride and rebelliousness don´t let you act in self benefit.
Those that still doubt, try to practice Jesus' Evangel in order to know which attitude to take
and which road to travel.
Awake brothers, time is up.
The choice is yours. We´re here for hoisting those who deserve.
Command Orion

CHAPTER 16
CONCLUSION

Keep strong when find obstacles, because
whether Faith can´t remove them, nobody
else can; if Love can´t transform it, nobody
else can´t.
Practice the Good, because there is no
larger violence than to deny to a brother the
same right of living and be happy.
Offer your hands, relieving the weight of
whom have it.
Welcome lovingly who cry, drying their
tears. So, you´ll building the peace so
wanted.
Gandhi

01. No force in this Planet stands without attendance, measurement and control
In olden times, when the human creatures didn't inhabit this Planet yet, there was a
collective effort of superior beings in order to prepare new home for you.
They arrived here and found inhospitable conditions. An Planet still in formation, where the
colonization hadn´t begin yet.
According with the high dictates of Universal Love, devoted workers, Gardeners of the
Space had worked so much, transforming the natural hostility of the air, water and land to
convenient conditions for manifestation of the first ways of material life.
They walked free on the earthy surface seeking the best and favorable points to the
necessary and expected transformation for the High.
After the descent of the first rays of life manifested in the physical plan, their own activities
began the transformation, so that the process of planetary colonization could advance.
After a period of following up minutely, the hard-working brothers of the space went away,
leaving you here with teams existent and prepared to continue the Project Earth.
After that, the life forms appeared initially developed as planned in material aspect,
however, in aspect of vibratory elevation, appeared quite differed on the Earth.
Not just the human beings, as well as the animals shaped up unlike of those initially
programmed. The explanation is that, the instinct also suffers impact of magnetic forces that
involve and act on the beings.
In many cases, the ferocity could be reduced, if the conditions of magnetism of the Planet
had been developed according with the program and, if the miscegenation of different
planetary races hadn´t modified the vibratory tenor of the Planet.
In other worlds, where the Gardeners of the Space equally struggle seeking suitable
conditions and acting in the transformation of the rude matter in the several plans, the
diversification is homogeneous and, consequently, the evolutionary line advances without
larger distortions or deviations of the road initially programmed.
In your Orbe, the moral difference among the races should have favored the complex
recovery of exiled, in the sense of didn't return to the rebellion, recovering through the
resignation and acceptance of reality that concern them. In that case, they should have
developed, not just physically, but equally in moral, emotional and consequently spiritually.
During the whole previous phase for manifestation in the first life ways and after its
expression in the matter up to now, your complex systems of exchange with immaterial,
materials, individual, collective and planetary plans, are followed up minutely, always
increasing more the complex network of this humanity's upgrowth.
As couldn´t be different, the Orbe, since milleniums up to now, protected of brave superior
spirits in intelligence and moral, whose evolution already reached apprenticeships of a
"Worker of the Light." They also received advanced equipments that, in majority, your minds
are unable to conceive them.
All the beings and machines are bound for accomplishing the Father's purposes. Law
watered by Sublime and Pure Love.
We reveal you this for understand that no force present in this Planet stands without
attendance, measurement and control.
Even the more rebels and debtors need taking care them of confused and impoverished
soul, strong angelical apparatus, to reduce them the field of performance and influence;
whether is like this with those still dived in the darkness of ignorance, how should happen
with whom, for their own will want to renew?

Brothers, imaginative is the mind that even having the confirmation of own conscience,
renounces the reality on behalf of the empty and weak conventions of hypocritical, incoherent
and immoral society.
Imaginative are also the governmental organizations that meet around the deceiving
collective and exercise the power and control by the vilest way.
Imaginative are the superficial values of your institutions that lead the formation of your
family and social groups, that aren´t more than a fine peel covering the emptiness of a body
that lives short time and become dust after that short period.
Imaginative are still the concepts of love, peace and happiness, that seek as mad ones
and are only destroying millenniums of loving and devoted work in the sphere of your psyche.
Leaving apart the stunning fantasy that surrounds, you must find the hard reality, however
susceptible to transformation. You´ll still need finding a lot of friendly hands, that yearn help
you in the construction of a happier reality, happiness constituted through the highest and
pure vibrations got of true love emblems and of universal wisdom.
Awake and come to the encounter of the Light.
Your time is up and there are no illusions in what we have affirmed. It´s enough that you
look around and set free from fear and pride, yours and of other ones, you´ll notice the truth of
what we affirm. Await the celestial firmament covered of light, to shine sweetness and
balance among everything.
Fathers and mothers! You´re responsible not just for your own awakening, but for
awakening your children too.
You have chosen that should be like this and he affirmed: “So will be "
Stay on Peace of the Masters and think about our words.
Ysh-Wam
02. Free is who doesn´t bend before the matter.
Loving terrestrial brothers.
For helping we came
In rescue mission we will stay.
Peace we bring for you.
We´re strong, brave warriors.
We walk sure in the space,
We break through everywhere we want.
We were already as you are.
We suffered, we fought alone,
until that, wounded, we learned
to accept the help, protection, the rescue.
Today, recovered,
happy we are,
we reward you through the work, our love
And for you all, we open our ships, our hands and our hearts.
Terrestrial warriors, lif t up your swords
Face your enemies.
Defeat the wild animal and set free of your yoke.
Free are those who don't bend before the matter.
Free are those, that having everything, aren´t attached to material things.

Don´t be afraid, just devote to the Christ's love and everything else come for increment of
mercy of the loving Father.
Save Jesus, the master of the Light.
A extraterrestrial, 01/05/04
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We hope that everybody can access the
unforgettable source of love and understand
what comes.
You already know that many can´t
understand you yet. Don´t judge them, they
can´t reach the highest fruits of the "tree of
the life"
Devote spreading precious seeds and
await that hearts free of attachment to the
shapes can open and make their light shine.
We´re present in helping and invigoration
of your souls to face the difficulties. We
know that are many, and couldn´t be
different, because is arrived the hour of the
Final Battle between Light and Darkness.
Commander Yury

FINAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This work presents a message unknow by majority earthy inabitants, including Brazil.
We don´t know works describing this subject so clear and entirely, so that we could
mention as bibliography.
We got so little, but as the human beings stand at same evolutionary graduation, which for
some is absurd, foolishness, madness, and so on; by the other hand, to some others, it
means that celestial gift, awaited since long time with extended hands towards the High.
They´re fewer.
At the beginning of 1940, the books of Physics stated the atom was indivisible. Today, the
scientists divide it so much, that put our lives and the whole planet under risk of quite
disaggregation. If hadn´t had intervention of Extras, Intras and ours, we didn´exist anymore.
What today seems impossible, absurdity, times later becomes the effective paradigm.
Thus has happened with the great inventions that helped so much the humanity´s upgrowth.
The great inventors were considered as lunatics, being discriminated and execrated by the
society and the scientists of that time. Now, ship, airplane, cellular, cars, radio, television,
computers and other countless inventions and discoveries that provide us some comfort and
entertainment, in some moments their inventors spent crucial moments.
We offered the little we got that maybe can throw a little more of light in a way unknow.
Margarida
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